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From the GS President
As I sit here writing this message as the President I am wondering if any of you
have ever puzzled over the question of why scientists in some disciplines such
as marine geochemistry or seismology seem better organized than those in
disciplines such as terrestrial geochemistry My own puzzlement over this ques
tion was stimulated one day by a question from an administrator at the US
National Science Foundation (NSF) who asked me something like “Why don’t
terrestrial geochemists support one another?” Upon discussion I discovered
that it was this person’s perception that our communities do not generally re
view each others proposals highly nor generally support community activities
in geochemistry In subsequent discussion it became apparent that the admin
istrator held the opinion that not only is the geochemical community not orga
nized but it also lacks the ability of asking or answering “big” questions It be
came clear to me in this discussion that the perceived inability to ask “big” ques
tions on the part of the terrestrial geochemical community was a liability in
terms of promoting better funding scenarios fot this field
Of course these are only one person’s perceptions I would like to discuss impli
cations of these points here (albeit with a regrettably UScentric focus) How
ever I believe that the problems I discuss below are not limited to the US and
I wonder how the Geochemical Society might help create opportunities for
change In addition where some geochemical subdisciplines have been suc
cessful in promoting organization I would hope that these groups could help
other groups make similar strides forward
Although I cannot address whether geochemists truly are harder reviewers
than those in other disciplines I would like to relate a pertinent observation
While serving on two committees for the US National Science Foundation I
reviewed submitted proposals as well as all reviews and all funding decisions
with respect to those proposals for one period of time I observed a very high
quality of scientific proposal among the geochemical programs I was asked to
peruse but a very very low funding rate For example the average scores for
funded proposals and for the top ten declined proposals in one geochemical
program in Spring  were  and   respectively out of a highest pos
sible rating of  The high ratings for proposals that were funded are evidence
of the high quality of funded research and education The high ratings for pro
posals that were declined indicates that funding is limited to the point that
some very good (score of ) to excellent (score of ) research and educational
activities were not funded that year I conclude that if geochemists do rate
each other’s proposals harshly then truly wonderful proposals are being re
jected at the NSF in geochemistry

Amazingly as part of my NSF committee service I also remember one pro
posal that received reviews none of which were lower than an Excellent! Of
course it was funded This exceptional proposal requested funding for a com
munity resource that serves a large number of scientists and that greatly ben
efits the entire community It represented a subcommunity of geochemists
that had banded together to seek support for an expensive set of geochemical
resources Other proposals for infrastructure and tools included a million
proposal to fund an exceptional community effort among US seismologists to
deploy a network of seismic stations around the world to enable community
seismic data storage and handling to provide mobile seismic equipment and
to generate seismological outreach and education programs This proposal
was also funded While some scientists believe that such wellfunded group
efforts siphon money from single investigator projects I have observed that
such group efforts promote community among scientists and promote the shar
ing of resources Community and shared resources then further scientific ad
vance
I think that the time has come to organize geochemists into similar networks
that can address big questions that we can only answer as organized groups
Why has this not generally happened in terrestrial geochemistry? It certainly
has happened in marine geochemistry: look at the superb wealth of informa
tion we have about elemental concentrations as a function of depth in the
world’s oceans Marine geochemists have successfully organized internation
ally to obtain the funding needed for ships and marine experiments to map out
the chemistry of the world’s oceans Future such efforts are now being articu
lated to augment this data in ways that may help us puzzle out important
questions related to productivity and carbon cycling in today’s oceans

I think the reason terrestrial geochemists have not similarly organized is that
we have not needed to do so – but we now are facing such a need
Why have we not needed to organize? We are interested in the chemistry of
about  components (eg elements) that form almost  phases (eg
minerals) in terrestrial systems Furthermore we are interested in the specia
tion and isotopic composition of these elements Speciation and phase identity
varies significantly from system to system and controls bioavailability and both
elemental and isotopic distribution The data we need as geochemists are vary
widely over space and time Despite (or perhaps because of) this complexity
the extreme heterogeneity of the surface earth has meant that no matter how
limited a geochemist’s budget it has often been possible to measure some
thing locally on the cheap and still make interesting geochemical observations
that are publishable
Why do we need to organize now? As our understanding of the heterogeneity
and complex interrelationship of chemical physical and biological factors con
trolling the surface earth deepens we now recognize we must work in teams
of interdisciplinary scientists to unravel important questions In addition tools
of analysis for geochemistry and molecular biologicy are extremely expensive
Thus the nature of the science has driven the creation of teams needing expen
sive budgets to answer fundamental questions
The funding situation worldwide has both promoted this activity and hindered
it In many countries agencies have developed programs capable of funding
large teams of interdisciplinary scientists but in general these programs are of
the “here today gone tomorrow” variety Thus no core programs in the US
have the necessary funding to support the interdisciplinary core of scientists
that have educated themselves to tackle the important questions of the sur
face earth
I write this letter to seek information about whether you agree with these
thoughts and whether these observations have parallels in other countries I
am also wondering if it is appropriate for the Geochemical Society (GS) to help
to articulate how better organized teams lead by geochemists might be able to
address important fundamental questions about the surface earth If such ac
tivity is appropriate for the GS how best might we proceed with both national
and international activities? Please consider emailing me your thoughts or
discussing this topic with me in Melbourne in August

Susan Brantley

Susan L. Brantley, GS President
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GS News and Notes

Goldschmidt  – Melbourne Australia
 August   September 
http://wwwgoldschmidt org/
The Melbourne Goldschmidt Conference is fast approaching! The early registration deadline is June    Remember that GS
and EAG members qualify for a substantial registration discount If you are not already a member of GS or EAG then please join
before you register to take advantage of this member benefit With support from the National Science Foundation the Geochemi
cal Society will be awarding  (US) in student travel grants to the Melbourne Goldschmidt Conference Recipients shall
appear in the August issue of Elements

Goldschmidt  – Cologne Germany (  August  ): Preparations for next year’s Goldschmidt Conference are al
ready underway Dr Herbert Palme (herbertpalme@unikoelnde) is the conference organizer

Goldschmidt ?
The GS Board of Directors will be examining North American bids for the  Goldschmidt Conference during the  annual
board meeting on August   in Melbourne Australia If you your university or your city are interested in submitting a bid please
contact the GS Business Office at gsoffice@geochemsocorg

 Geochemical Society Award Recipients Announced!
VM Goldschmidt Medal: Susan Solomon (US National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration  Boulder)
FW Clarke Medal: Alexis Templeton (University of California – San Diego)
CC Patterson Medal: Fred Mackenzie (University of Hawaii – Manoa)
GS/EAG Fellows
William H Casey (University of California – Davis) Borming Jahn (Institute of Earth Sciences – Taipei) Brian N Popp (University
of Hawaii – Manoa) Jacques Schott (Laboratoire des Mecanismes et Transferts en Geologie – Toulouse)

GS Logo Contest
Thank you to everyone who participated in the GS Logo Contest We received nearly  entries As of this writing the selection
committee has been narrowing down the field

GS at GSA Meeting & Exposition
The GS Program Committee will be organizing a number of sessions at the  GSA Meeting and Exposition held in Philadelphia
PA from  October   GS Members qualify for discounted registration GS will also have a booth in the exhibition

Elsevier Publication Discount
Through an agreement with Elsevier Geochemical Society members can take ad
vantage of a   discount to their full line of books including the paperbacks
editions of the Treatise on Geochemistry
Order forms can be found either in Geochemical News or online at: http://
gswustledu/join/elsevierbookspdf

Subscription Services
Please contact the Business office for help if you are experiencing any of the fol
lowing:
o Missing issues of your GCA subscription
o Problems with your GCA online access
o Problems with your Gcubed online access
Also if your contact information has changed please let us know

Seth Davis
Geochemical Society Business Manager
Washington University / EPSC
One Brookings Drive CB 
Saint Louis MO 
Email: gsoffice@geochemsocorg
Ph:   
Fx:   
Web: wwwgeochemsocorg

Seth Davis
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Book Review
Low-Temperature Thermochronology:
Techniques, Interpretations, and Applications
edited by Peter Reiners and Todd Ehlers
Review by Geoffrey Batt
Senior Lecturer ExxonMobil Teaching Fellow
Royal Holloway University of London
Egham TW OEX UK
Coming in what is arguably the th anniversary of the birth of quantitative geochronology – in Rutherford’s   Silliman lecture at
Yale which was then published in a seminal paper the following year – “LowTemperature Thermochronology: Techniques Interpreta
tions and Applications” volume  in the longrunning Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry series offers a timely review of the
dynamic offspring of this field – the discipline of thermochronology
Thermochronology extends and enhances
plicitly with the extraction of information
materials and systems This approach is based
tion of the daughter product of some nuclear
nology) and the removal of that daughter
processes

chronological constraint by pairing it ex
about the thermal history of geological
on the interplay between the accumula
decay reaction within a rock (geochro
product by thermally activated diffusion

Low temperature mobility of the daughter
concerned pioneering geochronologists that
doned as unreliable dating methods – a la
them in the minds of some workers Follow
that we have yet to understand however
introductory chapter to the volume – taking
cent work constraining the diffusional na
open system behaviour in geochronological
head and led to the foundation of the now
deed the significance of this understanding
demonstrated by the Editor’s dedication of
petrologist William Luth

products of radioactive decay initially so
many isotopic decay systems were aban
bel that has until recently stuck with
ing the maxim that noise is just signal
(or in the more prosaic imagery of the
lemons and making lemonade) more re
ture and consequent thermal control of
systems has turned this weakness on its
vibrant field of thermochronology In
to the development of the field is amply
the volume to pioneering experimental

The understanding and application of
touched on and advanced an array of fields
change is a significant feature with notable
velopment sedimentary basin studies ore
ing to develop – as strongly evinced in this comprehensive volume

thermochronological processes has
where temporal constraint of thermal
applications to tectonics landscape de
genesis and novel applications continu

This review comprises  chapters each focussed on a specific aspect or subdiscipline of thermochronology and its corollaries and
written by an individual or small group of coauthors acknowledged as among the leading figures in the relevant area With  such
contributions and close to  listed authors there can be few practising thermochronologists not touched in some way by either contrib
uting to or reviewing (formally or on the informal grapevine) one or more of the papers presented The structure and coverage of
individual chapters ranges widely including elements of historical perspective analytical techniques kinetics and applications to differ
ing extents The level of the contributions similarly varies – with some pitched at an introductory level accessible to novice graduate
students or the interested generalist while others (notably and perhaps not unexpectedly contributions on novel methodologies in

He/He thermochrometry and quantitative modelling of isotopic data) clearly aim at a more experienced practitioner
This diversity is at once a strength and weakness to some degree – the lack of consistent voice and level make it difficult to digest the
volume as a whole and perhaps for any one group to fully appreciate the offering As a reviewer however I must admit that I have to
reach fairly deeply to come up with that somewhat petty criticism – and the volume as envisaged by the editors – a genuine community
wide project encompassing the diversity of a broad and active field – could work no other way in that each aspect is presented by leading
specialists with the knowledge and experience to do it justice That the editors managed to extract cogent manuscripts from so many of
the leading practitioners in this field to a strict production timetable is impressive enough in itself
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For workers new to thermochronology or perhaps unaware of its own evolutionary timeline the opening chapter coauthored by the
volume editors together with Peter Zeitler represents a concise well written introduction to the subject As befits the nature of the
review volume this encompasses both a pithy and relevant historical overview and a dynamic vision for the future challenges and
potential of the field
Although not explicitly divided as such the following chapters are loosely collected around a number of general themes beginning with
a series of introductions to the analytical dating techniques that best lend themselves to thermochronological investigation Chapters 
 outline various aspects of fission track analysis and chronometry – significant both as a tool in its own right and for its historical role
as providing much of the early empirical insight into thermochronological behaviour Chapter introduces the principal complement to
this approach reviewing the fundamentals of chronometric techniques based around noble gas daughter isotopes (KAr Ar/ Ar and
(UTh)/He analysis) while chapters and present two of the more significant recent developments in this area While most interest
(and published data) in (UTh)/He chronometry has focused on the lowtemperature constraint afforded by apatite efforts have re
cently expanded constraint of helium diffusion systematics into a wider array of minerals and chapter describes the recently popularised
use of zircon in this approach
Perhaps of more note chapter presents a novel and exciting methodology termed “HeHe thermochronology” by its developers (the
authors unsurprisingly of this chapter) in which samples are subjected to highenergy proton irradiation to produce a uniform distribu
tion of He across a crystal Subsequent joint analysis of the He and He isotopes then provides both direct constraint of the diffusion
kinetics of the sample and a proxy for the relative distribution of radiogenic He both of which contribute to more complete understand
ing of sample history providing higher orders of insight than bulk integration dating techniques
Chapters  and move on from analytical methodology to introduce practical use of thermochronological constraint in different styles
of geological problem reviewing the application of thermochronology (zircon fission track and Ar/ Ar respectively) to detrital mate
rials Although sacrificing the spatial and structural control afforded by bedrock sampling sedimentary samples compensate for this loss
through their provision of a picture of the integrated character of a source region at the catchment scale – and more importantly its
temporal evolution through monitoring changing thermochronological patterns through a stratigraphic sequence
Chapters  through  present reviews of a range of approaches to the modelling and interpretation of thermochronological data and
it is here perhaps that the volume best takes itself beyond specialist application and becomes of primary interest to a more general
readership – laying bare the “black box” of methods used by many workers to make geological sense from these isotopic systems and
making clear the true nature and significance of thermochronological data In some respects (and certainly without diminishing its value
in any way) this could be viewed less a review volume than a toolkit – offering up wellsignposted methods ready for application to the
resolution of geological problems
Indeed chapters  through  proceed to do just that laying out a series of both general and specific case studies illustrating the use of
thermochronological data in different settings and to address an array of geological problems including variously extensional tecton
ics sedimentary basin evolution problems of denudation and exhumation hydrothermal ore deposits and even in the extraterrestrial
realm meteorites Given the breadth of the volume it seems almost churlish to note gaps in its coverage but in this context the absence
of a paper reviewing the application of thermochronological techniques to convergent orogenic regions does seem notable given both
the historical part played by studies in orogenic settings in the European Alps the Himalaya and elsewhere in the evolution of
thermochronological understanding and equally the significance of thermochronology to orogenic problems
The volume finishes with a concluding ‘chapter’ (though here this is something of a misnomer as the section is in effect a series of
disconnected snippets and might better be thought of as a diverse appendix) introducing and providing directions for the use and
significantly the free downloading of an array of computational modelling tools designed by the various contributors for use in the
simulation and interpretation of thermochronological data Laying out and encouraging the use of these computational tools is a final
demonstration of the openness and collegiality of those involved in the production of this volume and of the discipline as a whole and
this section perhaps more than any other seems purposebuilt to achieve the Editor’s stated aims that “…this volume will likewise
encourage continued innovation and discoveries in [the field of thermochronology] that synergizes the work and imagination of geochem
ists geodynamicists tectonicists geomorphologists and others”
Overall this volume presents neither a collection of esoteric concepts and aspirations nor the final word in a mature field of study –
rather it lays out the state of a confident and vibrant research community and invites engagement Whether practicing or aspiring
researchers in the field itself or merely touched by the implications of thermochronological constraint in a myriad of geological fields
this volume is sure to be of interest and benefit to a broad swathe of students and professionals interested in quantitative understanding
of Earth Science

Footnote

And here I must confess a degree of bias as this is an area of my own research interest
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The Stanford Environmental Molecular Science Institute
A Focus on Chemical and Microbial Processes
at Environmental Interfaces
Gordon E Brown Jr Anders Nilsson Alfred M Spormann William P Addiego Karim Benzerara  Uwe Bergmann Hendrik Bluhm  Bryan
A Brown  Georges Calas  Anne M Chaka Brent R Constantz  Francois Farges Scott E Fendorf  Andrea L Foster Farid Juillot 
Guillaume Morin  Satish CB Myneni Lars GM Pettersson Kevin M Rosso James J Rytuba Miquel Salmeron  Jennifer Saltzman 
Michael Toney Thomas P Trainor  and TaeHyun Yoon
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I INTRODUCTION
The Stanford Environmental Molecular Science Institute (EMSI) was founded in September  as a multidisciplinary multiinvestigator re
search graduate training and education/outreach program funded by the NSF Chemistry Division with additional funding from the NSF Earth
Sciences Division and the DOE Biological & Environmental Research Division through their Environmental Remediation Science Program The
Stanford EMSI team includes investigators from seven universities (Stanford University University of AlaskaFairbanks Princeton University
University of Paris VI University of MarnelaVallee France Hanyang University Korea and Stockholm University Sweden) three national
laboratories (Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Pacific Northwest National Laboratory) two
government agencies (National Institute of Standards & Technology and US Geological Survey) and two technology companies (Corning Inc
and Skeletal Kinetics) The main focus of the Stanford EMSI is on molecular and nanoscale chemical and microbiological interactions occurring at
environmental interfaces (solidwater solidgas microbial biofilmsolid) and how they affect contaminant sequestration release transport and
potential bioavailability We also have major efforts underway on the structure of water and electrolyte solutions the precipitation of biominerals
by bacteria the interaction of simple organic acids with mineral surfaces and of PAH’s with black carbon and the effect of various treatments on
the structure and reactivity of activated alumina used as a catalyst support
Chemical reactions governing the environ
ment are dominated by those at environmen
tal interfaces The importance of such reac
tions is well summarized in a   quotation
from the late Werner Stumm []
[]: “Almost all
of the problems associated with understand
ing the processes that control the composi
tion of our environment concern interfaces
above all the interfaces of water with natu
rally occurring solids” Mineral surface reac
tions play a dominant role in many geochemi
cal processes including mineral dissolution
and precipitation heterogeneous nucleation
and growth of solids pH buffering cation and
anion sorption and desorption heterogeneous
redox reactions and heterogeneous catalytic
reactions These processes in turn affect (or
control) chemical weathering of minerals and
the development of soils water quality col
loid stability contaminant and nutrient se
questration and release soil rheological prop
erties acid mine drainage the respiratory
cycle of many microorganisms and the bio
geochemical cycling of elements The surfaces
of aerosol mineral particles in the troposphere
are also thought to play key roles in hetero
geneous atmospheric chemistry including the
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Figure 2

formation of cloud condensation nuclei and the conversion of nitrous oxide to nitrous acid which affect climate and acid rain production respec
tively
Understanding the reactivity of mineral surfaces under environmental conditions is difficult This is the case because most mineral particles at the
Earth’s surface or in the troposphere are in contact with a fluid phase (typically an aqueous solution) atmospheric or soil gas organic matter and/
Fig ) []
or biological organisms (Fig
[] Not only are the structures and compositions of these interfaces poorly understood at a microscopic level but
it is also difficult to isolate the individual effects of aqueous solu
tions gases organic matter and microbial organisms on mineral
surface structure and reactivity Another complicating factor is the
presence of defects on mineral surfaces Although it is thought
that such defects may dominate interface reactivity little is known
about the nature and density of such features
Over the past  years UHV surface science studies have revealed
a great deal about clean compositionally and structurally homo
geneous surfaces under controlled conditions [ ]] However such
surfaces exist only in ultrahigh vacuum so the results of these
studies are not generally applicable to “real” interfacial systems
ie those in which surfaces are in contact with atmospheric gases
reactor gases and fluids in controlled catalytic reactions aqueous
solutions organic matter fungi or microbial biofilms Real sur
faces have structures and reactivities that may be altered substan
tially by interactions with the environment In addition when liq
uid water is present it is not likely that the geometric or elec
tronic structures of surfaces will be the same as under UHV condi
tions particularly for redoxsensitive surfaces or anhydrous bulk
solids
Mineralliquid or mineralgas interfaces under reactive conditions
cannot be studied easily using standard UHV surface science meth
ods In order to overcome the “pressure gap” between ex situ UHV
measurements and in situ measurements of surfaces at atmospheric
pressure or in contact with a liquid new approaches are required
some of which have only recently been introduced (eg [ ]]) Be
cause of the enormous complexity of environmental interfaces
no single experimental or theoretical approach is sufficient to char
acterize their geometric and electronic structures or compositions
or to gain a fundamental understanding of their reactivities In
stead a reductionist approach is required in which simplified model
systems are studied using a variety of ex situ and in situ surface
sensitive methods coupled where possible with high level theo
retical calculations of surface/interface structure thermodynam
ics and reactivity (see eg []
[]) Once the
simplest model systems are understood
additional complexity can be introduced in
Figure 3
a carefully controlled manner with the ul
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timate aim of approaching the complexity of real environmental interfaces Initial characterization studies of simplified analogs of complex
surfaces and interfaces usually include basic UHV surface science measurements such as LEED and photoemission spectroscopy on the clean
surfaces prior to and following reaction with environmental species such as water and electrolyte solutions However these ex situ measure
ments must be followed by in situ measurements under reactive conditions in order to achieve as complete an understanding as possible of the
complex interfaces under realistic conditions A step toward this important goal involves utilization of differentially pumped sample chambers in
which xray photoelectron XANES and xray emission spectroscopy can be carried out on a mineral surface with controlled amounts of water
vapor present (see eg [  ]]) In addition in situ xray spectroscopic of adsorbates at mineralaqueous solution interfaces (see eg []
[]) and x

Figure 4
ray scattering studies on mineral surfaces in contact with electrolyte solutions are required to provide molecularlevel
details about the modes in which sorbate ions bind at mineralwater interfaces and the structural and compositional differences between hy
drated surfaces and their anhydrous or UHV analogs []
[] Beyond these fundamental studies of carefully controlled model systems it is important
to conduct parallel studies of molecularlevel speciation and phase association of contaminant ions in real environmental samples in order to
constrain the choice of model systems used in the reductionist approach (see eg [ ]]) Without such studies unrealistic model systems may
be chosen Moreover the model system studies are essential in unraveling the complexity of real environmental samples
Consistent with a reductionist approach the studies of the Stanford EMSI range from fundamental to applied In the former we utilize synchro
tron radiationbased spectroscopic and scattering methods coupled with quantum chemical modeling and scanning probe microscopy methods
to study a variety of properties and processes at solidaqueous solution interfaces including the structure of water the structure of hydrated
metal ions the structure and reactivity of hydrated mineral surfaces the structure
of the electrical double layer and the structure of adsorbed species at solidwater
and solidmicrobial biofilm interfaces The Stanford EMSI also uses modern mo
lecular genomic methods to study biofilm formation and the mechanisms of biofilm
attachment to and detachment from mineral surfaces Biofilms are microbial con
sortia that often form on mineral surfaces in natural environments when bacteria
attach to surfaces and locally produce a highly hydrated film of extracellular poly
mers [  ]] Such biofilms can alter the local EhpH conditions and can produce
concentration gradients that may differ from those in the bulk environment They
may also alter the reactivity of a mineral surface by changing surface charge block
ing reactive surface sites and providing functional groups (dominantly carboxyl
phosphoryl and amino functional groups) to which metal ions bond preferentially
relative to surface sites Thus biofilm coatings together with natural organic mat
ter coatings (see eg []
[]) create additional complexity at environmental inter
faces that must be understood in order to develop a wholistic view of the chemical
reactivity of mineral surfaces in nature In the more applied studies we use a
combination of analytical methods including synchrotronbased xray absorption
fine structure spectroscopy xray fluorescence imaging scanning transmission x
ray microscopy scanning electron microscopy transmission electron microscopy
ICPAES and selective chemical extractions to determine the molecularlevel spe
ciation of contaminant species and the association of these species (both heavy
metals and organic species) with different solid phases in complex environmental
samples

Figure 5

The overall goals of the Stanford EMSI are to () develop a quantitative molecularlevel understanding of chemical
and biological processes occurring at environmental interfaces and how they affect contaminant speciation toxicity
mobility and potential bioavailability; () explore how such interactions studied in the laboratory relate to the com
plexity found in natural environments; () provide platforms for new approaches to address environmental challenges involving contaminants;
() recruit a diverse group of qualified graduate undergraduate and postdoctoral students; ( ) create a stimulating multidisciplinary research/
learning environment in which students and postPhD participants can tackle complex systems and questions relevant to problems in environ
mental chemistry ranging from molecular to field scales; and ( ) effectively disseminate our research results and approach to the broader public
and to future generations of scientists engineers and policy makers and to engage K science teachers in current topics in environmental
chemistry
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The activities of the Stanford EMSI can be
broken down into ten research areas driven
by ten teams all of which have crosslinks
They are () Team A: Interfacial Water
[Anders Nilsson (SSRL – leader) Uwe
Bergmann (SSRL) Hendrik Bluhm (LBNL) Kevin Rosso (PNNL) Miquel
Salmeron (LBNL) and Michael Toney (SSRL)]; () Team B: Interaction of
Water with Environmental Substrates [Salmeron (leader) Bluhm Gordon
Brown (Stanford University and SSRL) Anne Chaka (NIST) Satish Myneni
(Princeton University) Nilsson and Rosso]; Team C: Structure Dynamics
and Reaction Mechanisms of Metal Complexes in Aqueous Solutions (Myneni
(leader) Chaka Francois Farges (University of MarnelaVallee France)
and Nilsson]; Team D: Structure and Reactivity of Hydrated Metal Oxide
Surfaces [Tom Trainor (University of Alaska Fairbanks – leader) Bluhm
Brown Chaka Rosso Salmeron and Toney]; Team E: Structure and Ion
Distributions at Metal OxideWater Interfaces [Trainor and Brown (colead
ers) Bergmann and Toney]; Team F: Sorption Processes at SolidAqueous
MicroprobeAqueous and SolidBiofilm Interfaces and Biomineralization [Brown (leader) Alfred Spormann (Stanford
University) Farges Scott Fendorf (Stanford University) Andrea Foster (US Geological Survey) Myneni Trainor
Figure 7
and Brent Constantz (Skeletal Kinetics); Team G: Theoretical Modeling of SolidAqueous Interfaces and Interfacial
Reactions [Chaka (leader) Nilsson Lars GM Pettersson (Stockholm University)
and Rosso]; Team H: Dynamics in Biofilms at SolidAqueous Solution Interfaces
and Molecular Genomics and Biofilm Physiology [Spormann (leader) Brown
Fendorf Foster Myneni and Rosso]; Team I: Environmental Applications [Fendorf
and Brown (coleaders) Georges Calas (University of Paris VI) Foster Farid Juillot
(University of Paris VII) Guillaume Morin (University of Paris VI) Myneni James
J Rytuba (US Geological Survey) Spormann and Trainor]; Team J: New Experi
mental Developments in Synchrotron RadiationBased Spectroscopies and Micro
Imaging [Nilsson (leader) Bergmann Bluhm Farges and Salmeron]

Figure 6

In addition to the research areas outlined above the Stanford EMSI has a strong
educational outreach effort led by Dr Jennifer Saltzman Educational Outreach
Coordinator for the Stanford School of Earth Sciences and the Stanford EMSI and
Prof Bryan Brown Assistant Professor Stanford School of Education and Stanford
EMSI Educational Outreach Supervisor A sampling of results from several of these
research areas as well as education and outreach activities is presented below
The first annual meeting of the Stanford EMSI was held at Stanford University of
August   and was attended by about  SEMSI members the seven mem
bers of the SEMSI External Advisory Committee and
several guests The meeting consisted of  oral pre
sentations and  poster presentations as well as break
Figure 8
out sessions of the various re
search teams listed above A pho
tograph of many of the attend
ees of the first SEMSI annual
meeting is shown in Figure 

II SUMMARY OF SELECTED RESEARCH RESULTS
A Bulk and Interfacial Water (Nilsson Pettersson et al)
 The structure of liquid water and aqueous solutions (Nilsson Bergmann
Pettersson Myneni et al)
Water is key to our existence on planet Earth and is involved in many biological chemical envi
ronmental geological and physical processes Although water is the most common molecular
substance it is also the most unusual with many peculiar properties such as an increased density
upon melting increased viscosity under pressure a density maximum at °C high surface ten
sion and many more Another of the remarkable and invaluable properties of water is its ability
to act as strong polar solvent which makes it possible for ionic salts to be completely dissolved in
it Developing a fundamental understanding of the hydrogen bonding (Hbonding) network in
water that gives rise to all of these unique properties is one of the most intriguing problems in
chemical physics with many implications in environmental molecular science This problem has
been discussed intensively for over  years and has not yet been resolved Due to the lack of
detailed experimental information many theoretical models exist and in particular results from
theoretical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have dominated the field over the last  years
In order to gain unique new information regarding the internal structure of the Hbonded net
work in water it is essential to develop new techniques both experimental and theoretical
Figure A shows O Kedge spectra of water in its three forms of aggregation indicating that the
electronic transitions in the condensed forms are significantly different from those in the gas
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phase The gas phase spectrum exhibits wellseparated peaks corre
Figure 9
sponding to O s excitations into the antibonding OH a and b
molecular orbitals at low energies (  and  eV) and transitions
into the Rydberg orbitals at high energies []
[] As water converts
from the gas phase into the condensed phases the spectrum broadens and shifts to higher
energies We note that the liquid spectum is somewhat in between the spectra from gas phase
water and ice The liquid water spectrum shows a strong preedge peak at  eV a mainedge
peak at   eV and a postedge peak around  eV []
[] These features reflect the p
character of the unoccupied valence orbitals at the site of the oxygen atom of the water mol
ecule Through model experiments ie tetrahedrally coordinated bulk ice and broken donating
Hbonded structures at the ice surface as well as density functional theory (DFT) calculations
of XA spectra for clusters of water molecules the spectral features could be related to specific
molecular environments []
[] In particular the weakly coordinated OH in molecules with asym
metric donating Hbonds gives rise to the strong preedge and main edge features observed
for liquid water as well as for the ice surface while the more strongly Hbonded OH contrib
utes to the postedge peak The similarity of the ice surface and liquid water spectra and the
comparison between the DFT calculated bond situations and experimental data suggest that
liquid water consists mainly of water molecules with only one strong donating hydrogen bond
(hydrogen bond on the hydrogen side) also denoted as single donor (SD) configuration The
other donated hydrogen bond is “broken” or “weak” due to ei
ther elongation or bending of the OH—O axis with a higher
probability for bending in order to be consistent with radial
Figure 10
distribution function (RDF) data
obtained from neutron diffraction
studies []
[] In tetrahedral configu
rations as in ice both OH groups
are coordinated with neighboring
water molecules and these are de
noted double donor (DD) Thereby
the intensity of the postedge will
be nearly twice as large compared
with the SD configurations In this
sense part of the intensity of the
postedge is transferred to the pre
edge and mainedge upon breaking
one donor bond forming SD from DD configurations The investigation thus shows
that most water molecules are in configurations with only two strong hydrogen bonds

which are connected via a threedimensional weakly hydrogen bonded network [
]
This indicates a major discrepancy with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations which
suggest that most molecules are in local tetrahedral configurations not too different
from ice [ ]]
Figure B shows a comparison between XRS spectra of room temperature water ( ˚C)
and hot water ( ˚C) []
[] Intensities in the pre and mainedge regions increase while
postedge intensities decrease upon heating The changes are small compared to the

changes observed between ice and the liquid indicating that
room temperature and hot water have very similar local struc
tures Fig B shows the difference spectra of  ˚Cwater mi
nus ice (solid curve) and ˚C minus  ˚Cwater (circles with
error bars) []
[] The latter has been multiplied by a factor of 
in order to match the intensities The similarity of the curves
in particular the same isosbestic point at  eV supports a
twocomponent structure in terms of OH coordination: Con
figurations with one uncoordinated or weakly Hbonded OH
group replace tetrahedral ones in the iceliquid phase transi
tion and heating liquid water causes very similar types of
changes but of  times smaller magnitude A recent ultrafast
IR pump and Raman probe study of water confirms this pic
ture through the observation that there are two distinct sub
bands with clearly distinguishable dynamical behavior [ ]]
Furthermore a reanalysis of older neutron diffraction data
shows that a model with large concentrations of SD species is
fully consistent with the present results [ ]]

Figure 11
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Figures C and D show
Figure 12
a comparison of experi
mental O Kedge
XANES spectra and
simulated O Kedge XANES spectra of bulk ice Ih the
ice Ih surface and the NHterminated first half bilayer
of the ice Ih surface The agreement between experi
ment and theory is quite good
Our XAS study of the structure of water was the subject
of a Science Perspective []
[] and it was also selected by
Science for Science Top Ten Breakthroughs in  [ ]
with the comment that “debate will likely rage through
 ” This paper was the th most cited paper in chem
istry in   having been cited more than  times in
less than two years and the debate has indeed begun
The conclusion of this study was challenged by another
paper by Smith et al which was published in Science in
October  []
[] The Smith et al study used tem
peraturedependent XAS from a liquid jet Based on a
Boltzmann distribution analysis similar to previous
Raman studies it was suggested that the conventional
tetrahedral water structure model is consistent with the
energetics derived from the large spectral changes However we have shown in a Technical Comment in Science May  []
[] that the Smith et
al study is inconsistent with expected spectral changes based on new XRS data taken on the BioCat beamline at the APS and it appears to be a
victim of saturation effects providing experimental artifacts and that furthermore the spectral analysis was based on incorrect assumptions
concerning spectral intensities

 Structure bonding and reactivity of water on metal surfaces (Nilsson Pettersson et al)
The structure bonding and chemical speciation of water on surfaces have far reaching implications for the fields of environmental molecular
science corrosion science fuel cell technology and electrochemistry Molecularly thin water films adsorbed under ultra high vacuum (UHV)
conditions on certain welldefined single crystal metal surfaces have served as welldefined model systems for our initial investigations The water
films have been studied by synchrotronbased soft xray spectroscopies: xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) xray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) and xray emission spectroscopy (XES) in combination with density functional theory (DFT) XPS provides a quantitative tool sensitive to
the chemical speciation of water; XAS is an element specific probe that provides information on orbital symmetry which is key to resolving the
unoccupied electronic states; and XES provides an atomspecific symmetryresolved orbital picture of the occupied valence electronic states
These spectroscopies are reliably modeled within DFT and the spectroscopic modeling therefore constitutes a direct link between our experi
mental and theoretical studies of water adsorption
From our studies we have drawn novel conclusions about the structure of the water overlayer on metal surfaces and have arrived at an atom
specific orbital picture of water chemical bonding to the substrate A general adsorption model for the completed first water layer at saturation
coverage and temperatures slightly below   K where nondissociative wetting occurs is found for the sub
strates Pt() []
[] Ru() []
[] and Cu() []
[] The model consists of alternating metaloxygen (MO) and
metalhydrogen (MHO) bonding to water with only limited numbers of uncoordinated Hdonor species (see
Figure 13
Figure 
 above) As can be seen in Figure 
 the energetic position of the metal dband center is a crucial compo
nent for understanding the chemical bonding of
water to the substrate
Water growth on Cu() and Cu() at tempera
tures below   K has been studied to gain in
sight into the underlying microscopic nature of
wettingnonwetting phenomena Whereas the
first water layer adsorbs in an orderly Dfash
ion on Cu() resulting in complete wetting of
the substrate on Cu() water (ice) growth oc
curs in a D fashion This clearly indicates that
to understand this difference contributions to the
chemical bonding other than the dband model
need to be considered in order to explain the
larger adsorption strength of water on Cu()
compared to Cu() The electrostatic contribu
tion to the adsorption strength depends on the
charge density modulation of the specific surface
in question In the case of Cu() the electro
static contribution to the adsorption energy of
water is large enough for complete wetting to
occur
For many surface chemical processes in the pres
ence of water atomic O and surface hydroxyl
(OH) species are very important reactants and
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intermediates The activation barriers to
wards water dissociation into OH ( H) were
studied and quantified utilizing XPS on the
fairly reactive substrates Cu() [] and
Ru() [] as well as on oxidized Pt()
While water adsorbs molecularly intact on
clean Pt() []
[] an oxidized Pt surface ac
tivates and splits adsorbed water even at low
temperature The results on water dissocia
tion on Cu() and Ru() have resolved
some recent controversies in the field of
water surface chemistry

Water adsorbs molecularly on Ru() at
temperatures below   K []
[] We find that
the DO monolayer desorbs molecularly in
tact giving rise to a water desorptionfeature
Figure 14
at about  K However for the HO mono
layer significant dissociation occurs in ki
netic competition with desorption at temperatures above   K
giving rise to an extra desorptionfeature at
about  K originating from the recombinative desorption of water dissociation fragments These results now explain previously reported anoma
lous isotope effects in the thermal desorption of the water isotopes on Ru() On Cu() the water adsorption and dissociation results share
similarities with the HO/Ru() system []
[] The XPS results for water on Cu() are displayed in Figure  which shows a temperature
dependent study of water on Cu() in the  –  K range Dissociation into hydroxyl (OD) is observed to occur in the   –  K range with
an activation barrier of   eV
Our studies of water adsorption on Cu() utilizing XPS have been expanded to encompass near ambient condi
tions at the MES beamline  at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) Berkeley Our previous results on the
water/Cu() system under UHV conditions
offer a frame of reference Initial water adsorp
tion experiments on Cu() at pressures up to
 Torr in the temperature range      K
using synchrotronbased XPS have already been
performed The adsorption of water on Cu()
has been studied at low temperatures (  K)
using PES []
[] It was found that water adsorbs
molecularly under those conditions Figure
shows an example in which a Cu() surface
covered by a p(x) oxygen layer was exposed
to  torr of water vapor at room temperature
The Os PES spectrum shows three distinct
peaks that originate from chemisorbed oxygen
and newly formed hydroxyls and water at the
Cu() surface The spectrum in Figure im
plies that at least part of the water adsorbed at
room temperature is adsorbing molecularly We
are currently investigating water adsorption on
clean and oxygenprecovered surfaces in more
detail

Figure 15

B Interaction of Water with Environmental Substrates (Bluhm Salmeron
Nilsson Brown et al)
 Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies (Salmeron et al)
Using STM we have studied the adsorption of water on Ru() at low temperature We
have observed the formation of dimensional hexagonal water clusters that are epitaxi
ally related to the Ru surface At temperatures of  to  K the clusters grow in the
Fig )
form of a few sidesharing hexamers that appear to consist of undissociated water (Fig
The limited size of the clusters calls for a model already found to operate for Pd()
where water molecules are fully Hbonded to other molecules in a planar geometry [ ]]
Bonding to the substrate Ru atoms is done via the Olone pair pz orbitals The selflimiting
size growth is a result of the extra Hbonds that cannot be accommodated inside the clus
ter and therefore terminate the growth by decorating the edges in dangling configura
tion Heating to  K appears to be necessary to form larger dimensional islands with
no sign of dissociation to OHHO or other fragments Interestingly the STM images
show a dramatic change in the structure and contrast when the substrate is heated to 
K Dissociation is the most likely cause for the observed
changes We are currently investigating this possibility

Figure 16
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 Ambient pressure photoemission spec
troscopy studies of the interaction of wa
ter with metal oxide surfaces (Bluhm
Salmeron Nilsson Brown et al)
The ambient pressure photoemission spectrometer
at the Molecular Environmental Science beamline
() at the Advanced Light Source in Berkeley
allows one to investigate samples in gas atmo
spheres at pressure of up to  torr Collaborative
studies within the Stanford EMSI of water adsorp
tion under ambient conditions on such substrates
as αSiO αFeO() and MgO() are now
in full progress at ALSMES beamline  We have
used this spectrometer to perform first experiments
on water adsorption on αSiO which is a major
component of silicate minerals and on αFe O 
() which is an important environmental substrate Of special interest in these investigations are the struc
ture and the properties of thin water layers under ambient conditions eg at temperatures from   to  °C
and at water vapor pressures in the torr range

Figure 17

Figure  shows ambient pressure PES oxygen s spectra of an amorphous SiO surface in the presence of water vapor at a pressure of  torr Both
gas phase water and surface peaks can be seen in the Os spectra The relative humidity (RH) at the sample surface was changed by changing the
sample temperature Adsorption of water at  RH is weak since (besides the water vapor peak) only the SiO Os peak is present in the
spectrum When the sample temperature is lowered to °C (   RH) a new peak appears at a binding energy of  eV which is most likely due
to adsorbed water We will use these kinds of experiments to measure water adsorption isobars on various surfaces
Figure shows preliminary oxygen s XPS spectra of water on the surface of a highly polished natural sample of αFeO () (specular hematite
from Brazil) At pHO   torr only the lattice oxygen feature is evident (at ≈ eV) With increasing pHO a surface OH feature appears at
≈  eV followed by a feature at ≈  eV due to molecularly physisorbed water The chemical shift of the oxygen s feature in water vapor is
sufficiently large relative to physisorbed water that it is easily observed

C Structure of Metal Complexes in Aqueous Solutions (Myneni et al)
 Chemistry of Al and Fehydroxide polymers in aqueous solutions and in precipitates
Hydroxylated species of iron and aluminum are the primary sorbents for different contaminants and nutrients and control their solubility and
transport in many natural systems The crystalline and amorphous varieties of the hydroxides and oxyhydroxides of these metals are also the
dominant forms of Fe and Al in weathering environments The hydrolysis of these metal cations leads to the rapid formation of aqueous
polymers and insoluble gels which convert to crystalline varieties slowly This structural reorganization of gels can take months to years and is
controlled by different environmental variables such as temperature pH and the types and concentrations of coions and counterions Although
the chemistry of crystalline phases is well understood the structural and chemical characteristics of the amorphous precursors to the crystalline
phases are not In this investigation we are exploring the maturation of amorphous Al and Fehydroxide gels and how the abovementioned
environmental variables modify the gel structure and their rates of transformation
During the formation of aqueous hydroxyl polymers and gels
from soluble monomers of hexaaqua Al and Fe water
molecules from the coordination spheres of these metals are
replaced gradually with stronger hydroxo and oxo bridges
between different cationic polyhedra The rates of formation
of hydroxo and oxo bridges the rate of exchange of water
molecules from the coordination spheres of metals and the
rate at which the gels mature to produce crystalline phases
are controlled by the presence of different ligands in the in
nersolvation sphere of these metals and the Hbonding envi
ronments of the bridges Thus the coordination environment
of the bridging hydroxyls which connect different metal poly
hedra holds the key to understanding the maturation of the
gels and their reactivities

Figure 18

We are using different techniques to evaluate the chemical
state of these bridging hydroxyls including () soft Xray ab
sorption spectroscopy at the O Kedge to probe the local co
ordination environment of linking oxygens and hydroxyls ()
metalEXAFS and Xray scattering to probe the coordination
environment of Fe and Alcontaining polyhedra distortions
in their geometries and the long range order in the gels and
() infrared spectroscopy to probe the vibrational modes
(stretching and bending vibrations) of hydroxyls coordinated
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to metals and the lattice modes A brief summary of some of our
preliminary results is presented here

a Soft xray absorption spectroscopy studies of aque
ous Alspecies (Myneni et al)
Aluminum speciation in aqueous solutions and in precipitates has been
investigated by several researchers using NMR spectroscopy These
studies indicate that aqueous Al exists in octahedral coordination
with water molecules and/or hydroxyls in solutions of acidic and near
neutral pH and that the coordination of Al changes to tetrahedral
coordination by hydroxyls in alkaline solutions Only recently indi
rect evidence has pointed to the existence of penta coordinated Al
at intermediate pH values [ ]] but its short residence time prevented
direct observation by NMR spectroscopy In this investigation we have
explored how Al coordination changes in aqueous solutions and in
amorphous gels and how different coions and counterions influ
ence the structures of these phases

Figure 19

Our group built a soft xray XAS end station to conduct studies on
aqueous solutions and we have used this end station to evaluate the
coordination of Al as a function of pH and the presence of different
complexing ligands in aqueous solutions and in different crystalline
Alcontaining phases (silicates hydroxides oxides) Previous experi
mental and theoretical studies indicate that the Al Kedge XANES
spectrum exhibits electronic transitions from s to empty orbitals of
Al p and d character

Our soft xray XAS studies indicate that Al Kedge XANES spectra are highly sensitive to variations in the local coordination environment of Al
Fig 
(Fig
) The XANES spectrum of Al complexed with desferrioxamine B (a hydroxamate siderophore) exhibits a sharp narrow transition (corre
sponding to electronic transitions from s to mixed Al pO p orbitals) indicating that the mixing of Al d orbitals with O p orbitals is weak
When compared with this
spectrum the XANES spectrum of Al(HO)  complex in water is much broader with a high energy shoulder which indicates that the Al(HO) 
Fig 
complex is highly distorted (Fig
) As the pH of this sample was increased the absorption edge shifted to lower energy (the energy difference
between the highest and lowest pH samples was over  eV) These spectral changes
indicate that the coordination environment of the complex changes from octahedral to
tetrahedral as the sample pH is increased in agreement with the previous NMR observa
tions However aqueous Al Kedge XANES spectra at intermediate pH values (  )
were difficult to evaluate The polymerization of Al at these pH values resulted in the
formation of precipitates or colloids of Alhydroxide in addition to soluble Alspecies
and the XANES spectra of these samples showed contributions from these different com
ponents The absorption edges of these samples at intermediate pH values are in be
tween the edge energies of tetrahedral and octahedral complexes discussed above (about
 eV below the absorption edge of the octahedral Al(HO)  complex) Recent theo
retical studies attributed such spectral shifts to the presence of pentacoordinated Al in
AlEDTA complexes Based on these theoretical studies we hypothesize that our spectra
may indicate a mixture of both octahedral and pentacoordinated Al species Swaddle et
al [ ] provide kinetic evidence for the existence of pentacoordinated Alspecies in such
solutions We are exploring these results in detail to confirm this

b Infrared spectroscopy of amorphous Feoxyhydroxide precursors
(Myneni et al)
The initial phase of this study focused on evaluation of the vibrational spectroscopy of
structural hydroxyls in synthetic crystalline Feoxyhydroxides goethite (αFeOOH)
akaganeite (βFeOOHCl) and lepidocrocite (γFeOOH) We used this information to
interpret the nature of bridging hydroxyls in amorphous ferric polymers
Infrared spectroscopic studies of different crystalline Feoxyhydroxide phases indicate
that the bending vibrations of OH groups in minerals exhibiting tunnellike structures
(eg goethite akaganeite) are significantly different from minerals that exhibit sheet
structures with cooperative Hbonding networks (eg lepidocrocite) Although small
variations in the energies of the OH band exist between minerals within each class spec
tral differences between the two classes of Feoxyhydroxides are significant For example
OH groups in goethite and lepidocrocite are Hbonded to bridging oxygen atoms and Cl
 respectively which results in small differences between OH stretching and bending
vibrations Conversely the OH moieties in lepidocrocite form Hbonds to the OH groups
in the adjacent layer and thus exhibit significantly different spectral features We used
spectral differences between these different crystalline phases to identify the variations
in coordination environments of OH in amorphous ferric gels and their variation as gel maturation progresses
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Figure 21

Freshly prepared gels from soluble ferric iron exhibits a broad
band centered at  cm which remains the same or gradu
Fig
ally changes to a doublet as the samples are aged at oC (Fig

) Appearance of this doublet is indicative of the formation of goethite which was found to
be the final stable mineral phase in all of our maturation studies The rate of maturation was
dependent on sample temperature and pH and the type of counter ions Our studies show that
conversion of amorphous gels to goethite is rapid in alkaline solutions in the presence of ions
that do not form complexes with ferric iron (eg NO) Although the rate of ripening was
improved significantly in the presence of complexing ions (eg Cl and SO) in acidic solu
tions it was significantly delayed in alkaline solutions Similar changes were also found at
oC but the rates are much slower than those observed at oC
The infrared spectra of the initial precipitates formed at different temperatures and in the
presence of different ligands exhibit the same type of FeOH bending vibrations at ≈  cm

 As mentioned earlier only crystalline hydroxides with tunnellike structures exhibit spectral
features in this energy region This may suggest that Fe(III) hydrolysis produces closepacked
crystalline phases with tunnellike structures that mature from precipitates with similar struc
tural environments present in the early stages of gel formation Although different chemical
conditions alter the times at which they become well ordered their local structural environ
ments are perhaps similar This information is significant in predicting the evolution of differ
ent crystalline Feoxyhydroxides and the cycling of different elements associated with them

D Structure and Reactivity of Hydrated Metal Oxide Surfaces (Trainor Chaka Brown et al)
Surface diffraction methods allow for precise determination of the atomic structure of surfaces [ ]
] Because surface diffraction is a hard
(high energy) xray technique insulator surfaces can be studied under environmentally relevant PT conditions including the presence of bulk
liquid films (in situ) and structural analysis of buried interfaces within multilayer samples (eg surface terminations with organic and inorganic
coatings) A general observation based on surface studies by our group and others is that hydration or hydroxylation of metaloxide surfaces
results in terminations that differ substantially in structure and composition from simple stoichiometric cleavages of the bulk crystal This has
significant implications for understanding the reactivity of metaloxide mineral phases under aquatic conditions since the adsorption affinity of
aqueous solutes dissolution/growth rates and surface charge properties are dictated by the composition and coordination environment of sur
face functional groups One of our major goals is to understand the influence of hydration on surface structure We can use the experimentally
determined surface structures to test both simple coordination chemistry models and ab initio methods for predicting structure and reactivity of
mineral fluid interface systems
From a coordination chemistry perspective two factors appear to be dominant in dictating the experimentally observed surface structures; (i)
water reaction results in complete coordination shells of near surface metals (ii) unfavorable polyhedral arrangements present in the bulk struc
ture are diminished at the solidsolution interface as evidenced by relaxation of metaloxygen bond length distortions or removal of metal
centers associated with unfavorable polyhedral linkages (cf results on αAlO () () and αFeO () () surfaces – see Figures
 and 
) The observed deviations of the surface structure from bulk terminations result in nonstoichiometric metaloxygen ratios at the solid
aqueous solution interface In our earlier work we had assumed that hydrogen ions serve to balance the charge associated with a nonstoichio
metric model and hydrogen positions were determined based on simple crystal chemical considerations (surface diffraction methods cannot
identify the positions of H due to their weak scattering power) There is strong experimental evidence for the presence of hydrogen as surface
hydroxyl groups based on previous photoemission spectroscopy [ ]] vibrational spectroscopy []
[] and batch titrations []
[] However we still
lack a method for precise determination of the structural identity of surface hydroxyl groups their spatial arrangement on a surface and their
influence on surface relaxation and reactivity
We have approached this problem by combining our experimental results with first principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations These
calculations are done in collaboration with Anne Chaka’s (EMSI CoInvestigator) group at NIST The approach is to develop theoretical models for
all plausible surface structures including variations in proto
nation state of surface metal(hydr)oxide moieties and to
calculate optimized structures for direct comparison with ex
Figure 22
perimental results This approach has allowed us to distin
guish between surface hydroxyl topologies that cannot be
directly discerned from the surface diffraction results Our
recent work on the aFeO () surface shows excellent agreement between the struc
Fig 
tures of bestfit experimental models and the lowestenergy theoretical models (Fig
)
[]
[] More recent work combining both theory and experiment on the αFeO () sur
face is in preparation for publication and again shows excellent agreement between these
approaches These results suggest that this combined theoretical/experimental approach
will allow us to develop and test quantitative approaches for predicting complex hydroxy
lated surface structures We are continuing work on a number of model systems to test this
approach across a wide range of bulk oxide composition structure and surface orientation
(eg recent experimental work on systems listed above) Of particular interest is extending
our work to redox active substrates (eg FeO is currently under study) and silicate miner
als (planned experiments for later in  )
Other experimental efforts have focused on the study of binding affinities and interfacial
distributions of metals on hydroxylated metaloxide surfaces These measurements com
bine surface diffraction longperiod XSW and grazingincidence xray absorption spectros
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copy to investigate the binding mode (eg sorbate and interfacial species local structure)
oxidation state and distribution of species at the solidaqueous solution interface Sys
tems we are currently investigating include Pb Cd and As sorption on lowindex faces of
hydroxylated αFeO These measurements will allow us to investigate quantitatively the
structurereactivity relationship of surfaces in which detailed models have been derived
from the surface structure analysis discussed above

Figure 23

While pursuing these studies we have continually improved our methods and infrastruc
ture for data collection analysis and computation We have recently modified the surface
diffraction analysis code (in collaboration with P Eng of GSECARS University of Chicago)
to include a molecular group concept to aid analysis of sorbate binding structures We
have also recently modified the longperiod XSW code to include electron density gradi
ents across interfaces and multilayer element distributions to improve the analysis of multi
layer systems and systems where surface leaching or film growth results in complex inter
facial structure We have also invested significant effort in the past several months to
improving sample preparation and characterization and data collection methods This ef
fort has in part involved the development of inhouse chemicalmechanicalpolishing capa
bilities (in collaboration with P Eng) and surface quality characterization by inhouse atomic
force microscopy analysis (at UAF) The development of these capabilities greatly enhances
our throughput for generation of new surfaces and allows us to readily test the reproduc
ibility of our results Finally with A Chaka we have developed a strong collaboration with
the Arctic Region Supercomputer Center at UAF and are well underway to utilizing their
resources and expertise in the computational aspects of our work (see section F below)

E Sorption Processes a SolidAqueous MicrobeAqueous and SolidBiofilm Interfaces and Biomineralization (Brown
Spormann Yoon Benzerara Farges Constantz et al)
 Sorption of organic acids at mineralwater interfaces (Brown Yoon et al)
We have completed a series of molecularlevel studies of the interactions of several low molecular weight organic anions (oxalate malate male
ate citrate pyromellitate) with aluminum oxide and aluminum oxyhydroxide surfaces [ ]] Such anions are common in many natural set
tings due to their exudation by plant roots production by fungi and discharge by microorganisms Their adsorption onto particle surfaces in soils
and groundwater aquifers can have a significant impact on the interaction of aqueous heavy metal ions with these surfaces In addition they
serve as simplified surrogates of more complex humic substances thus are good starting points for more fundamental studies of the interaction of
natural organic matter with mineral surfaces using a reductionist approach In these studies we used a combination of ATRFTIR spectroscopy
DFT geometry optimization and vibrational frequency calculations organic anion uptake measurements CDMUSIC modeling of uptake data Al
dissolution measurements and potentiometric titration measurements of surface charge as a function of pH and ionic strength Examples of FTIR
spectra we have taken on oxalate maleate and Suwannee River Fulvic Acid sorbed on boehmite are shown in Figure  
The following conclusions were reached for the oxalateboehmite (gAlOOH)water and oxalatecorundum (αAlO)water systems []
[]: () at
pH  at least four different oxalate species were found at or near the boehmite/water interface for oxalate surface coverages (Gox) ranging from
 to   mmol/m; () at relatively low coverages (Gox   ) strongly adsorbed innersphere oxalate species (IR peaks at     
and   cm) replace weakly adsorbed carbonate species and a small proportion of oxalate anions are adsorbed in an outersphere mode (IR
peaks at  and   cm); () with increasing oxalate concentration (Gox   mmol/m) the boehmite surface binding sites for innersphere
adsorbed oxalate become saturated and excess oxalate ions are present dominantly as aqueous species (IR peaks at  and   cm); ()
oxalatepromoted dissolution of boehmite following innersphere oxalate adsorption becomes increasingly pronounced with increasing Gox and
results in an aqueous Al(III)oxalate species as indicated by shifted IR peaks ( to  cm and  to  cm); ( ) the similarity of
adsorbed oxalate spectral features at pH  and  implies that the adsorption mechanism of aqueous HOx species involves loss of protons from
this species during the ligandexchange reaction As a consequence adsorbed inner
sphere oxalate and aqueous Al(III)oxalate complexes formed at pH  have coordi
nation geometries very similar to those formed at pH ; ( ) Among the models
considered calculated IR frequencies based on a bidentate sideon structure with a
membered ring agree best with the observed frequencies for boehmite/oxalate/
water samples at Gox   to   mmol/m and pH  and  and for a corun
dum/oxalate/water sample at Gox   mmol/m and pH  Based on these results
we suggest that oxalate bonding on boehmite and corundum surfaces results in 
coordinated rather than  or coordinated Al surface sites; ( ) Consistent with the
ATRFTIR findings macroscopic adsorption data measured for oxalate concentra
tions of  –   mM can be generally well modeled with a single bidentate
innersphere oxalate complex using the charge distribution – multisite complexation
(CDMUSIC) model []
[] However at intermediate oxalate concentrations ( 
and  mM) and pH   the extent of oxalate adsorption measured experimentally
is found to fall significantly below that predicted by CDMUSIC simulations The
latter finding is interpreted in terms of competition for oxalate from dissolved Al(III)
the formation of which is promoted by the dissolutionenhancing properties of the
adsorbed oxalate anion; () increasing concentrations of dissolved Al(III) in solu
tion are found to significantly decrease the extent of oxalate adsorption on corun
dum under acidic pH conditions presumably through promoting the formation of Al(III)oxalate complexes with
Figure 24
reduced affinities for the corundum surface compared with the uncomplexed oxalate anion; ( ) increasing con
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centrations of oxalate successively shift the electrokinetic isoelectric point (iep) and pH of the maximum shear yield stress (TYMAX) to more acidic
conditions (a similar conclusion was reached for maleate and citrate interactions with corundum colloidal suspensions); () innerspherically
adsorbed oxalate and citrate can significantly chargereverse the corundumwater interface with the extent of charge reversal being related to
the relative binding strengths of the oxalate and citrate anions; () oxalate (and maleate and citrate) generate steric barriers to interparticle
approach leading to substantial reductions in the magnitude of TYMAX at low to intermediate anion concentrations; () At the highest anion
concentrations investigated increases in TYMAX were observed and can be attributed to the formation of bridging Al(III)organic surface precipi
tates as suggested by in situ ATRFTIR spectroscopic measurements of corundumoxalate suspensions at high oxalate concentrations The extent
of precipitate formation is greatest for the corundum – oxalate system due to the strong dissolutionenhancing properties of the innerspherically
adsorbed oxalate anion (ie its ability to generate enhanced concentrations of dissolved Al(III) which can then participate in precipitate forma
tion)
The following conclusions were reached for the maleatecorundumwater system []
[]: () in situ ATRFTIR spectroscopic measurements indicate
that maleate binds predominantly as an outersphere fully deprotonated complex (∫ AlOH—Mal) at the corundum surface over the entire
range of maleate concentrations ( –  mM) and pH conditions () investigated; () consistent with the ATRFTIR data maleate macro
scopic adsorption data can be modeled as a function of maleate concentration and pH using an extended constant capacitance approach and a
single ∫ AlOH—Mal species; () outersphere adsorption of maleate is found to significantly reduce the protolytic dissolution rate of corundum
under acidic conditions (pH  ) A likely mechanism involves steric protection of dissolutionactive surface sites whereby strong outersphere
interactions with maleate hinder attack on those surface sites by dissolutionpromoting species
The following conclusions were reached for the pyromellitatecorundumwater system [ ]]: () the adsorption modes of pyromellitate on corun
dum are dominated by a fully deprotonated outersphere pyromellitate species (≡AlOH—Pyr) at pH ≥ ; () at lower pH conditions how
ever an additional protonated outersphere species (≡AlOH—HPyr) and an innersphere species are also evident; () in accordance with the
ATRFTIR findings modeling of macroscopic pyromellitate adsorption data using an extended constant capacitance treatment was possible using
two outersphere (≡AlOH—Pyr and ≡AlOH—HPyr) and one innersphere (≡AlPyr) adsorbed pyromellitate species; () the presence of
adsorbed pyromellitate strongly inhibited the dissolution of corundum under acidic (pH  ) conditions consistent with our mechanism previ
ously proposed for maleate adsorption on corundum [] whereby outerspherically adsorbed Pyr species sterically protect dissolutionactive
surface sites from attack by dissolutionpromoting species such as protons A reduction in the protolytic dissolution rate of corundum results
In addition to these studies of the interaction of LMW organic anions with Aloxyhydroxide surfaces we have also carried out detailed molecular
level studies of the interaction of natural humic (Suwannee River Fulvic Acid – SRFA) and fulvic (Pahokee Peak Humic Acid – PPHA) acids with the
same surfaces [ ]
] The results of these studies are as follows: () at relatively high SRFA surface coverages (GSRFA  mmol m) in situ ATR
FTIR spectral features of adsorbed SRFA are very similar to those measured for SRFA in solution at approximately  pH units higher At sub
monolayer surface coverages (GSRFA  and  mmol m) several new peaks and enhancements of the intensities of a number of existing
peaks are observed The latter spectral changes arise from several nonorganic extrinsic species (ie carbonate and adsorbed water for alkaline
solution conditions) partially protonated SRFA carboxyl functional groups (nearneutral pH conditions) and small quantities of innerspherically
adsorbed SRFA carboxyl groups and/or Al(III)SRFA complexes (for acidic conditions)f The spectra of PPHA adsorbed at boehmite/water inter
faces also showed changes generally consistent with our observations for SRFA sorbed on boehmite These observations confirm that SRFA and
PPHA are predominantly adsorbed at the boehmite/water interface in an outersphere fashion with minor innersphere adsorption complexes
being formed only under quite acidic conditions; () these results suggest that the positively charged boehmite/water interface stabilizes SRFA
and PPHA carboxyl functional groups against protonation at lower pH; () Measurements of the concentration of dissolved Al(III) ions in the
absence and presence of SRFA showed that the boehmite dissolution process is clearly inhibited by the adsorption of SRFA which is consistent
with previous observations that outerspherically adsorbed organic anions inhibit Al(oxyhydr)oxide dissolution

 Trace element partitioning at polymer filmmetal oxide interfaces (Brown Yoon et al)
The distributions of Pb(II) and As(V)O ions in the interfacial region between thin polyacrylic acid (PAA)
coatings and αAlO() αAlO() and αFeO() single crystal substrates were studied using
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longperiod xray standing wave fluorescent yield (XSWFY) and xray reflectivity
techniques [ ]] The PAA film serves as a simplified analog of natural organic mat
ter (NOM) coatings on mineral surfaces Such coatings are often assumed to play
an important role in the partitioning and speciation of trace heavy metals in soils
and aquatic systems The goal of this study was to evaluate this assumption in a
carefully controlled model system Synchrotronbased XSWFY spectroscopy is one
of the few methods that allows quantitative in situ studies of trace element parti
tioning at organic filmmineral or biofilmmineral interfaces (see eg [  ]
]) On
the αAlO () surface Pb(II) ions were found to preferentially bind to the PAA
coating even at submicromolar Pb(II) concentrations and to partition increas
ingly onto the metal oxide surface as the Pb(II) concentration was increased ([Pb(II)]
Fig  )
 x  M to  x  M pH   ;  M NaCl background electrolyte) (Fig
This observation suggests that the binding sites in the PAA coating outcompete
those on the αAlO () surface for Pb(II) under these conditions The As(V)O
oxoanion partitions preferentially to the αAlO() surface for the As(V) con
centrations examined ( x  to x  M pH   ;  M NaCl background
Fig  ) Partitioning of Pb(II) (at  x  M and pH  ) was also
electrolyte) (Fig
examined at PAA/aAlO() and PAA/aFeO() interfaces using XSWFY
measurements Our results show that the PAA coating was the dominant sink for
Pb(II) in all three samples; however the relative order of reactivity of these metal
oxide surfaces with respect to Pb(II) sorption is αFeO ()  αAlO () 
αAlO () This order is consistent with that found in our previous studies of
the PAAfree surfaces [ ]
] These XSW results strongly suggest that the character
istics of the organic film (ie binding affinity type and density of binding sites) as
well as metal oxide substrate reactivity are key factors determining the distribu
tion and speciation of Pb(II) and As(V)O at organic film/metal oxide interfaces

Figure 26

 CTR diffraction and grazing incidence XAFS study of U(VI) ad
sorption to αAlO and αFeO () surfaces (Brown Trainor et al)

Evaluation of the longterm health risks of uranium contamination in soils sediments and groundwater requires
a fundamental understanding of the various processes affecting subsurface transport of uranium including ad
sorption processes at mineral/water interfaces Although there have been a number of studies of the sorption of
U(VI) on mineral surfaces using XAFS and luminescence spectroscopy methods (eg [  ]]) there is still some question about the mode of
binding of U(VI) to mineral surfaces and thus how effectively it is sequestered in adsorption complexes on mineral surfaces We have used a new
approach involving a combination of crystal truncation rod (CTR) diffraction and grazing incidence EXAFS (GIEXAFS) spectroscopy to determine
the binding sites and surface complexation of U(VI) adsorbed on the () surfaces of αAlO and αFeO [ ]] The available binding sites on
the () surfaces were constrained through bond valence and steric analyses On both surfaces U(VI) forms uranylcarbonato ternary com
plexes to surface oxygens that are singly coordinated to aluminum or iron On the αAlO () surface a monodentate complex results
whereas on the αFeO () surface the binding is bidentate to adjacent singly coordinated oxygen sites (ie binuclear) (Fig  )) Differences
in protonation of the singly coordinated oxygen atoms surface charging U(VI) aqueous speciation substrate structure or the electronic struc
ture of surface functional groups may be the cause of these differences in adsorption geometry Both XPS and CTR diffraction reveal higher U(VI)
surface coverages on the αFeO () surface than on the αAlO () surface This difference cannot be the result of differences in defect
concentration alone as CTR diffraction is not sensitive to U(VI) sorbed to defect sites implying that the αFeO () surface has an intrinsi
cally higher affinity for U(VI) The surface complexes observed in this study are different from the bidentate mononuclear complexes typically
derived for U(VI) on powdered aluminum and iron(oxyhydr)oxides and clay minerals using U LIIIedge EXAFS spectroscopy However the
presence of monodentate mononuclear and bidentate binuclear complexes may have been overlooked in past EXAFS studies on such substrates
as these complexes have UAl or UFe interatomic distances that are too large to be easily detected by EXAFS spectroscopy

 Arsenite sorption onto line ferrihydrite hematite goethite and lepidocrocite under anoxic conditions (Calas
Morin Juillot Brown et al)
The modes of As(III) sorption onto hematite (Hm) line ferrihydrite (Fh) goethite (Gt) and lepidocrocite (Lp) have been investigated under
anoxic condition using extended Xray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) [ ]] The absence of oxygen was required to minimize
As(III) oxidation due to Fenton reactions EXAFS data indicate that As(III) forms similar innersphere surface complexes on line ferrihydrite and
hematite but forms different types of surface complexes on gœthite and lepidocrocite The dominant complex types on Fh and Hm are bidentate
mononuclear edgesharing (E) and bidentate binuclear cornersharing (C) with AsFe distances of   ±  Å and  ±  Å respectively
In contrast As(III) forms dominantly bidentate binuclear cornersharing (C) sorption complexes on Gt and Lp [d(AsFe)   Å] with a minor
amount of monodentate mononuclear cornersharing (V) complexes [d(AsFe)    Å] Bidentate mononuclear edgesharing (E) complexes
are virtually absent in Gt and Lp These results help explain the differences in reactivity of Fe(III)(oxyhydr)oxide surface sites

 Sequestration of Sr(II) by calcium oxalate (Brown Farges et al)
Calcium Oxalate (CaOx) is produced by / of all plant families and can comprise up to  weight percent of bulk plant tissue CaOx can also be
found in many surface environments where oxalate is derived from plant and fungi excretions and precipitates with Ca in soils It is unclear how
CaOx in plants and soils might interact with metals and possibly sequester them We have examined the type(s) and strength of interactions
between CaOx and Sr in a model system [ ]
] Uptake experiments were conducted to determine the extent of uptake and extended Xray
absorption spectroscopy (EXAFS) was used to determine the mechanism and nature of Sr(II) uptake Batch uptake experiments indicated that Sr
uptake by CaOx is independent of pH and corresponds to Ca release Sr Kedge EXAFS revealed the presence of a Sroxalate mixed hydration
phase We conclude that Sr exchanges with Ca at the CaOx surface to form a Sroxalate coating As Sroxalate is less soluble than CaOx this could
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potentially be a significant factor in the biogeochemical cycling of Sr in surface environments where CaOx is present The formation of Sroxalate
in plants and soils could retard Sr movement in surface environments

 Scanning transmission xray microscopy (STXM) study of microbial calcification (Brown Spormann Constantz et
al)
Calcium phosphates and calcium carbonates are among the most prevalent minerals involved in microbial fossilization Characterization of both
the organic and mineral components in biomineralized samples is however usually difficult at the appropriate spatial resolution ie at the
submicrometer scale Scanning Transmission Xray Microscopy (STXM) was used to measure C Kedge P Ledge and Ca Ledge NEXAFS spectra
of some calciumcontaining minerals common in biomineralization processes and to study the experimental biomineralization by the model
microorganism Caulobacter crescentus [ ]] We have shown that the Ca Ledges for hydroxyapatite calcite vaterite and aragonite are unique
and can be used as probes to detect these different mineral phases Using these results we showed that C crescentus cells when cultured in the
Fig 
presence of high calcium concentration precipitate carbonate hydroxyapatite (Fig
) In parallel we detected proteins polysaccharides and
nucleic acids in the mineralizing bacteria at the singlecell scale Although the present study has not proven that a certain class of organic mol
ecule is responsible for the formation of calcium phosphates in C crescentus it has been able to distinguish among several different biochemical
compounds including proteins EPS and DNA associated with hydroxyapatite biominerals in or on these cells Proteins polysaccharides or lipids
]) but the relative impor
have been shown experimentally to be potential matrices for the precipitation of calciumcontaining minerals (eg [ ]
tance of each class of molecules for calcification leading to carbonate or phosphate deposits is yet to be determined The study of such deposits of
suspected biogenic origin by STXM may help in determining which of these biomolecules are the most frequent ones associated with calcium
carbonates and calcium phosphates in nature Finally we suggest that characterization of purported nanobacteria by STXM could help resolve the
debate about whether they are calcified microorganisms or calcified macromolecules of a single type such as proteins

 Reactivity of oxide glass surfaces (Farges Brown et al)
Oxide glasses react strongly with water because glasses are metastable phases formed from rapid quenching of hightemperature melts In addi
tion nanoscale chemical heterogeneities between network formers (such as Si and Al) and modifiers (such as Na and Ca) facilitate percolation of
protons which enhances glass weathering Because various types of glasses are used for urban and nuclear wastes it is important to gain an
improved understanding of chemical reactions at the glass/water interfaces at the molecular scale We have used a combination of microscopies
(scanning environmental) nanoSIMS nuclearbased techniques (ERDA PIXE and
RBS) and xray absorption techniques to investigate the reaction of freshly cleaved
(under vacuum) glass (alumino and borosilicate) surfaces with aqueous solutions as a
function of ionic strength pH () and exposure times ( day –  year) The weath
Fig  ) shows dissolution cracks and precipitates of various types
ered glass surface (Fig
(eg clays metal oxyhydroxides) Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and energy recoil
Fig 
detection analysis (ERDA) of these glass surfaces (Fig
) show depletion of heavy
metals (eg Zr Mo La Th) which is correlated with the formation of a highly hy
drous gel layer
The chemical and mechanical stabilities of silicate glass over time are in large part
related to its ability to resist weathering and bioaggression This research is particu
larly important for longterm waste repositories as the glass must retain the toxic
cations in confined storage for geologic time periods Resistance to corrosion is also
crucial for the preservation of historical heritage within the urban environment (in
cluding “massive” tourism sustainable development) The main focus of this research
is to understand how aged glass surfaces react with aqueous solutions after periodic
drywet seasons urban pollution and/or touristic flow Most previous studies have
focused on moderately aged glasses ( years duration) or highly aged glasses (geo
logical   years) However these time frames are not ideal for understanding the
durability of silicate glass over tens hundreds and thousands of years which are the
critical timescales for sustainability considerations
In this work we have focused first on actively weathered glasses (“soxhlet” confine
ment  year ° pH  ) After such weathering even REE’s are leached from a boro
silicate glass simulating new compositions used by the French nuclear agency Leach
ing leaves mostly ferric iron and thorium in a silicarich matrix (RBS ERDA PIXE and
XANES data) Much less energetic weathering ( years duration PSI) results in a steady
state rate of weathering after  years Cracks are filled with precipitation products
Figs  and 
(ESEM; CaMoO) (Figs
) Corrosion cupules appear next filled by a SiOrich
Fig 
matrix depleted in most elements except Fe (Fig
) in the form of ferrihydrite (as
Figs  and 
obtained from XANES) (Figs
) Replacing Zn by Mg dramatically enhances
the glass dissolution rate and Mgrich clays are formed (XRF)

 Use of historical glasses to assess the durability of glassy matrices
(Farges Brown et al)
A variety of historical glasses were selected for durability studies ranging in age from
 BC (Pharonic middle dynasty) to GalloRoman
( years old) to middleages (stained glasses from
various cathedrals of France) and XIXth century (Sacré
Figure 27
Coeur Paris) We used a combination of macroscopic
and µmscale xray fluorescence and xray absorption
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mapping to characterize the nature of the weathered glassy inclusions observed in various composites exposed to either subdesertic (Egypt) or
temperate climates (GalloRoman) (Figs  )) Analyses of the Na K Ca Mn Fe and Cu Kedge XANES show that a sodic birnessite and ferrihydrite
coexist with other Curich phases related to CuO Also the antique glasses are oxidized compared to modern counterparts synthesized under
various oxygen fugacities In addition some oxidized phases are formed by leaching of network modifiers leaving a substrate enriched in net
work formers on which metals can slowly coprecipitate as various oxidetype rich phases
Fig  ) shows corrosion rinds (Fig
Fig 
Stained glass from the Strasbourg Cathedral (eastern France) (Fig
) which are enriched in Fe and Mn oxyhydroxides
Fig  ) Such rinds contribute to the opacity of these historic glasses An
compared with the bulk glass as shown by Mn Kedge XANES spectra (Fig
understanding of this corrosion is necessary for effective conservation efforts

F Theoretical Modeling of SolidAqueous Interfaces and Interfacial Reactions (Chaka Rosso et al)
 DFT and ab initio thermodynamic studies of the structure and reactivity of metal oxide surfaces (Chaka et al)
The structure and reactivity of metal oxide surfaces are extremely sensitive to the concentration of species at the interface UHV studies have
indicated that many of these changes do not occur gradually with an increase in gas pressure but occur suddenly at threshold vapor concentra
tions The technique of ab initio thermodynamics allows us to calculate surface energies as a function of gas pressures and aqueous concentrations
of species and thus predict the occurrence of thresholds that result in chemically distinct structures This method has enabled us to understand
the different domains that form on hematite as a function of oxygen or water vapor pressure in UHV and under aqueous conditions We also show
why the stoichiometric alumina and hematite () surfaces are not observed under aqueous conditions

 Theoretical analysis of the relationship between mineral dielectric properties and overlying water structure (Rosso
et al)
In collaboration with PNNL staff we have begun incorporation of algorithms into our NWChem software for the calculation of the low and high
frequency dielectric tensors using the CarParrinello electron density When finished we will be able to compute the dielectric properties at any
location in our simulation cell at any time interval in a quantum molecular dynamics trajectory This will put the SEMSI team into a position to
rigorously develop this aspect of mineral/water interfacial chemistry for the first time and at an unprecedented level of theory

 Theoretical analysis of the electron transfer properties of magnetite surfaces and nanoparticles (Rosso et al)
We are investigating the propensity of magnetite to serve as a natural reductant for the immobilization of U(VI) and Cr(VI) Quantum mechani
cal calculations are underway to address the atomic and electronic structure of magnetite nanoparticles With PhD student Frannie Skomurski
we are characterizing the atomic structure of magnetite () and () single crystal surfaces with STM and mapping the reduction of U(VI) at
these surfaces With PhD student Matthew Wander we are examining theoretically the mechanisms of electron transfer in this system using
quantum mechanical calculations The calculations are aimed at computing the physical quantities that enter into Marcus’ electron transfer
model

G Dynamics of Biofilms at SolidAqueous Solution Interfaces and Molecular Genomics and Biofilm Physiology
(Spormann Fendorf Rosso Brown et al)
 Metabolic interaction between the Fe(III) reducing bacterium Shewanella oneidensis and Femineral surfaces
(Spormann et al)
This project encompasses the analysis of both structure and electron transferring capability of Shewanella oneidensis mineral surface biofilms S
oneidensis a facultative gamma proteobacterium is capable of respiring metals specifically manganese (IV) and iron (III) Preliminary experi
ments in our laboratory have shown that S oneidensis will attach to iron (III) containing minerals such as hematite and magnetite with affinity
Fig 
similar to a metabolically inert glass surface under aerobic conditions (Fig
) S oneidensis is capable of growing thick biofilms on all three
surfaces However when S oneidensis is grown anaerobically on a hematite surface (with no other electron ac
ceptor) the biofilm coverage is sparse with a mixed biofilm structure of single cells and small isolated mushrooms
Figure 28
(Biofilms were visualized through confocal laser scanning microscopy using a GFPtagged strain in a flow cell
system In the anaerobic set up cells were exposed
to a DNA stain) Clearly biofilm development on
the surface is dependent on a metabolic relation
ship between S oneidensis and the surface Fur
thermore the availability of iron (III) plays a role
in that biofilms grown on solid insoluble iron (III)
are quite different from those grown on a glass
surface in the presence of soluble iron (III) Soluble
iron (III) biofilms show development of a biofilm
monolayer with the absence of mushroom struc
tures Timelines of biofilm development on soluble
and insoluble iron (III) are currently being obtained

 Molecular mechanism of attachment
of Shewanella oneidensis cells to mineral
surfaces (Spormann et al)
Biofilm stability is determined by two mutually ex
clusive processes: attachment of cells to and de
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tachment from the biofilm matrix Using Shewanella oneidensis MR an environmentally versatile Fe(III) and Mn(IV)mineral reducing micro
organism we identified mxdAD as a new set of genes essential for formation of a threedimensional biofilm [ ]
] Of these genes mxdA encodes
a putative cyclicdiGMPforming GGDEF protein and mxdB a membraneassociated glycosyl transferase Both are essential for attachment and
 a GGDEF protein with cyclicdiGMP
the attachmentdeficient phenotype of a DmxdA mutant could be rescued by overexpression of VCA
forming diguanylate cyclase activity
In order to elucidate the connection between attachment and detachment we focused on components controlling attachment of S oneidensis
cells to biofilms [ ]
] Based on the S oneidensis genome sequence no genes encoding enzymes for EPS biosynthesis with similarity to those in
Pseudomonas aeruginosa E coli or Vibrio cholerae are obvious In a genetic analysis using Tn mutagenesis coupled to a wellbased screen
we previously identified several mutants defective in biofilm formation Among the mutants isolated were five with transposon insertions map
ping to five independent positions of the gene cluster SO  which we subsequently named mxdAD (for ‘biofilm matrix deficient’) be
cause of the mutants’ biofilm phenotype Two insertions were found in mxdA one in the promoter region of mxdA one in the intergenic region
between mxdA and mxdB and one insertion in mxdC Reanalysis of the amino acid sequences of these orfs revealed that MxdA is predicted to be
a   amino acid protein containing a Cterminal region with weak homology to a GGDEF domain MxdB is predicted to be a membraneassoci
ated  amino acid protein with homology to glycosyl transferases of the family GT  type MxdC is predicted to be a   amino acid membrane
associated protein with homology to efflux pump proteins MxdD is oriented in the same direction as the previous genes and is predicted to be a
 amino acid membraneassociated protein without homology to any known protein The MxdB amino acid sequence was   identical and
 similar to that of AcsAB the cellulose synthase of G xylinus over a range of   amino acids The orientation and sequences of the mxd
genes are highly similar and homologous respectively only to the Vibrio parahaemolyticus RIMD genes VPA  
In order to examine the function of these genes in biofilm formation we constructed inframe deletion mutants of all genes and analyzed their
phenotype in biofilms grown under hydrodynamic conditions Deletion mutants of mxdA mxdB and mxdC exhibited strong defects in biofilm
formation and were severely impacted in developing a threedimensional architecture
The initial adhesion of these mutants
appeared to be similar to wild type
Figure 29
The mutant biofilms were arrested at
the stage of a cell monolayer or few
cell layers and did not seem to
progress from this stage even after h incubation The most severe
phenotype was visible in DmxdA Quantification of biofilm biomass
revealed that biofilms of DmxdA DmxdB and DmxdC carried between
 and  less biomass than wild type biofilms after h Deletion
mutant DmxdD showed a delayed phenotype but progressed to a wild
typelike architecture after h The inframe deletions of mxdA and
mxdB could be complemented and the wild type biofilm phenotype
restored both by expressing the wild type genes in trans or by ‘knock
in’ gene reconstructions These data together with the sequence analy
sis suggested that the mxd genes might encode for a gene cluster es
sential for biofilm matrix formation via EPS biosynthesis in S oneidensis
We examined the transcriptional organization of the mxdAD genes
using reverse transcriptase (RT) PCR When RNA prepared from cells
grown to late exponential phase in a lactate mineral medium (see Ma
terial and Methods) was used as template RTPCR products were ob
tained for primer pairs probing for a contiguous mRNA between mxdA
and mxdB and mxdB and mxdC The reading frames of mxdB and mxdC
are overlapping by one base and were therefore not probed No RT
PCR product was observed from the primer pair combination SO
and mxdA Preliminary transcriptional analysis revealed that mxdAD
mRNA is present in cells in late exponential and stationary but not in
early and mid exponential growth phase

 Experimental studies of the electron transfer properties of outermembrane proteins of Shewanella oneidensis
(Rosso Lower Toney Hochella et al)
We are using a variety of experimental probes to characterize the electron transfer properties of individual OmcA and MtrC proteins These
outermembrane decaheme proteins from the bacterium Shewanella oneidensis MR are suspected of facilitating the reduction of Fe(III) and
Mn (IV)oxides at the cellmineral interface A key focus area is the characterization of pathways and mechanisms for the terminal electron
transfer step A scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) study of monolayer films of these proteins has been carried out [ ]
] STM images show
that a selfassembled layer of detergent covers and protects densely packed cytochrome films immobilized by recombinant tetracysteine tags X
ray photoelectron spectra confirm the presence of thiol bonds between cysteine residues and the Au() surface Temporary application of high
bias voltage to the film while imaging causes the detergent film to reorganize around the tip opening a window for direct STM imaging of the
Fig 
cytochrome layer underneath The STM apparent sizes of both OmcA and MtrC are  nanometers in diameter (Fig
) consistent with expec
tations from their molecular masses Currentvoltage tunneling spectra over individual cytochromes showed that OmcA and MtrC have signifi
cantly different abilities to mediate tunneling current reflecting differences in their electronic structures This interfacial tunneling data suggests
that the two cytochromes may have different roles in mediating interfacial electron transfer We are currently in the process of modeling the
currentvoltage tunneling spectra using threecomponent tunneling junction models (metal / redoxcenter / metal) based on modern electron
transfer theory The structures of these proteins are currently unknown To gain insight into the height distribution of iron atoms in heme groups
with respect to the surface plane for these proteins we are performing xray standing wave measurements The measurements will allow us to
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determine minimum distances of separation between heme iron atoms and the solid surface which has direct implications for predicting rates of
electron transfer between the protein and the surface

 Scanning probe studies of the electronic properties of outermembranes of Shewanella oneidensis (Rosso Gorby
Lower Spormann Brown et al)
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and currentsensing atomic force microscopy (CAFM) are being used to characterize the electrical conduc
tance of outermembranes of Shewanella oneidensis MR isolated on hematite (aFeO) Cells are grown under anaerobic conditions using basal
surfaces of naturally conductive tabular hematite single crystals as the terminal electron acceptor After incubation the crystals are rinsed and
attached cells are carefully lysed chemically for the purpose of removing all but the most strongly bound cellular material Ambient AFM showed
that residual cellular ‘footprint’ material on the hematite surface possessed a narrow height distribution between  nm The isolated membrane
features presumably with the terminal components of their electron transport chains intact at the interface with the mineral are then mapped in
terms of their ability to pass a tunneling current using both currentsensing atomic force microscopy and STM Conductance contrast within the
footprints was captured by CAFM and STM and spectroscopic currentvoltage curves for various tip positions were obtained The electronic
properties of the tunneling junction are being quantitatively characterized by analysis of the currentvoltage spectroscopic curves

 Nanoscale Environments Associated with Bioweathering of a MgFePyroxene (Benzerara Yoon Brown et al)
Microorganisms are believed to create microenvironments leading to reaction products not predictable from equilibrium thermodynamics and to
unique biomineral morphologies Unambiguous evidence for such environments is however rare in natural samples We have used scanning
transmission xray microscopy and spectromicroscopy at the subnm scale coupled with transmission electron microscopy to examine
bioweathering products on a meteoritic FeMgorthopyroxene colonized by a filamentous microorganism [ ]] Our measurements reveal an
amorphous Alrich layer beneath the microorganism calcium carbonates of unique morphology intimately associated with polysaccharides adja
Fig 
cent to the microorganism and regions surrounding the microorganism with different iron oxidation states (Fig
) Our results confirm the
presence of different microenvironments at this microorganismmineral interface and provide unique nanometerscale views of microbially con
trolled pyroxene weathering products

 Nanoscale detection of organic signatures in carbonate microbialites (Benzerara Brown et al)
Microbialite deposits associated with microbial mat communities are thought to be evidence of some of the oldest life on Earth Despite extensive
studies of such deposits little is known about the role of microorganisms in their formation In addition unambiguous criteria proving their
biogenicity have yet to be established In this study we have characterized modern calcareous microbialites from the alkaline Lake Van Turkey at
the nanometer scale by combining Xray and electron microscopies [ ]] We describe a simple way to locate microorganisms entombed in calcium
carbonate precipitates by probing aromatic functional groups and peptide bonds Near Edge Xray Absorption Fine Structure spectra at the C and
N Kedges serve as unique signatures for microbes Nanometersized aragonite crystals which comprise the largest fraction of the microbialites
are embedded in an organic likely polysaccharidic matrix which helps explain the sizes and shapes of the aragonite crystals These crystals are
surrounded by a nm thick amorphous calcium carbonate layer containing organic molecules These results question existing models of the role
of microorganisms in carbonate precipitation and provide new biosignatures for these deposits

 Interaction of Acidothiobacillus sp with pyrite surfaces (Brown Fendorf Spormann et al)
This project was initiated as part of our NSFCRAEMS grant and it has
been continued as part of our NSFEMSI grant In our earlier studies
we prepared pyrite () surfaces from natural single crystals and char
acterized them using surface science methods [  ]
] Following these
characterization studies of the clean pyrite () surface and the sur
face after reaction with molecular O water vapor ambient air and HO
we grew pure cultures of Acidothiobacillus ferroxidans and in separate
experiments pure cultures of Acidothiobacillus thiooxidans on pyrite
() surfaces and let them react with the surfaces for time periods up
to days; we also grew mixed cultures of both species on the same py
rite surface using the same experimental protocols On the pyrite sur
faces reacted with A ferrooxidans we found a coating of ferrihydrite
(Fe(OH)) in a broad halo surrounding each bacterial cell; such coatings
could potentially block reactive sites on the pyrite surface No
ferrihydrite was found on pyrite surfaces oxidized under abiotic condi
tions in our experiments Immediately adjacent to each A ferrooxidans
cell was a rim of precipitates consisting of a mixture of goethite (α
FeOOH) and schwertmannite (FeO(SO)(OH) ) On pyrite surfaces re
acted with A thiooxidans we found no such halos or biomineralization
rims around the bacterial cells and only minor amounts of elemental
and oxidized sulfur on the pyrite surface In the case of the mixed cul
ture we found hematite as the main surface precipitate on pyrite In all
cases etch pits were observed on the pyrite surfaces following reaction
with Acidothiobacillus sp and they
were typically located at some distance
Figure 30
from the bacterial cells This study
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In our continuing studies of these reactions we have car
ried out detailed kinetic measurements and have found that
the rates of microbially mediated pyrite oxidation are about
 times greater than abiotic controls This rate is much less
than the  to  increases in rates proposed in older stud
ies We are currently preparing a manuscript for publication
[ ]
]

 Soft Xray Spectromicroscopy Study of
Chemical Heterogeneities in Iron Precipitates
formed at or near Bacterial Cells (Yoon Benzerara Brown et al)
The redox chemistry of iron is one of the major factors determining the geochemical cycling of various elements in the environment Traditionally
the geochemical cycling of iron has been described in term of equilibrium thermodynamics in abiotic chemical system However it was also
recently recognized that iron oxides formed in neutralpH aqueous environments are frequently associated with microorganisms indicating the
importance of living organisms and their local environments in the geochemical cycling of iron species [ ]
] For example Zachara et al [ ]
proposed a conceptual model to explain the formation of biogenic secondary iron minerals where the phases of secondary iron minerals were
primarily determined by the biogenic Fe(II) supply rate as well as its total concentration at or near the microorganisms Therefore characterization
of the nanometerscale local environments of microorganisms where the biogenic iron minerals are formed is extremely important in understanding
secondary iron biomineralization processes as well as the biogeochemical cycles of various other elements including both pollutants and nutrients
Synchrotronbased scanning transmission xray microscopy (STXM) is one of the few methods capable of characterizing submicron sized particles
(  nm in diameter) in the presence of water and/or under atmospheric conditions [ ] In addition to the good spatial resolution STXM also
has a good chemical speciation capability through the K and Ledge NEXAFS spectra of various elements (eg carbon calcium and iron) which
are sensitive to chemical composition oxidation state and coordination numbers of the element [  ]]
In this study soft xray spectromicroscopy was used to investigate chemical heterogeneities of ironcontaining precipitates formed at or near
Shewanella putrefaciens (strain CN) cell surfaces Spectromicroscopic measurements at the iron L and carbon K edges with  nm spatial
resolution provide direct evidence for nanometerscale chemical heterogeneities in biogenic iron oxide precipitates both temporally and spatially
Soft Xray spectromicroscopy experiments were performed on the bacterial reduction of ferrihydrite (coated on quartz) by S putrefaciens On
day  of the batch culture experiments as shown in Figure  (STXM image at iron Ledge   eV) and HB (FESEM image) we found
bacterial cells covered with numerous iron nanoparticles ( nm in diameter) which probably resulted from () dissolution of ferrihydrite
and reprecipitation on the bacterial cell surfaces and/or ()
dissemination of ferrihydrite into nanoparticles and adsorption on the
bacterial cell surfaces In addition to this imaging which showed iron
nano particles we also conducted Fe L NEXAFS spectroscopy to
identify the mineral phases of these iron nanoparticles We observe
only spectral features very similar to those of ferric ironcontaining
iron oxides (eg ferrihydrite goethite and hematite) for most of the
particles we examined (spectra not shown here) This observation of
ferric oxide minerals on bacterial cell surfaces is consistent with
Zachara’s conceptual model of secondary iron biominerals formed
under the condition of low Fe supply rate and concentration [ ]
]
We also collected STXM images on the samples cultured for a longer
time Figure A shows STXM image of a heavily mineralized S
putrefaciens single cell after  days of culture with ferrihydrite coated
quartz Further processing of STXM images collected on this bacterial
cell at the two different energies of the Fe L edge (   eV and  
Figs B and C
eV) produced iron maps at these energies (Figs
C) with
distinct contrast differences which is indicative of the presence of
heterogeneous iron precipitates formed on the surface of a single
bacterial cell For example those regions marked as “b” and “d” in
Figures B and C have significant contrast differences; region “b”
is much brighter in the iron map collected at   eV while region
“d” is brighter in the iron map collected at   eV To spectroscopically
confirm these visual differences in iron maps and to identify their
mineral phases we collected stacks of images for the same bacterial
cell and extracted Fe L NEXAFS spectra for four different regions (“a”
“d” in Figs B and C
C) These stack
images are presented in Figure D
D As
we
predicted
from
the
visual
Figure 32
comparison of the iron maps at two
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different energies Fe L
NEXAFS spectra for
these different regions
show quite different
spectral
features
Spectra from regions “a”
and “b” display features
very similar to those of
Fe(III)containing iron
oxides (eg ferrihydrite
gorthite and hematite)
and we believe that
Fe(III)containing
n a n o p a r t i c l e s
reprecipitated and/or
adsorbed on the bacterial
cell surfaces in these
areas as we observed in
the previous sample of
day  In addition we
also observed significant
changes in the Fe L 
NEXAFS spectra from
regions “c” and “d” where
the iron peak at the
lower energy position
(   eV) becomes more intense The spectra extracted from region “d” show a dominant peak at   eV and
this spectral feature is most similar with that of siderite in our Fe L NEXAFS spectral database

Therefore we think that on the th day of the batch culture the supply rate and local concentration of ferrous ion
and carbonate ion in the vicinity of the cell wall increased and resulted in the formation of sideritelike iron precipitates on the bacterial cell wall
as previously suggested by Zachara et al [ ]
]
In this spectromicroscopic study of iron biomineralization by S putrefaciens adsorption or reprecipitation of Fe(III)containing nanoparticles
(eg ferrihydrite) was dominantly observed on S putrefaciens cell surfaces at the early stages (day ) of batch culture experiments whereas
extensive coverage of the S putrefaciens cell by Fe(II)containing minerals [eg siderite (FeCO)] as well as Fe(III)containing nanoparticles was
observed on a single bacterial cell surface in later culture stages (day ) These direct observations of temporal and spatial distributions of
heterogeneous iron oxide precipitate formation on bacterial cell surfaces support a previous suggestion by Zachara et al [ ] on the importance
of local nanoscale environments in determining the fate of secondary iron minerals

H Environmental Applications (Fendorf Foster Brown et al)
 Biogeochemical processes controlling dissolved concentrations of arsenic (Fendorf et al)
Arsenic is a naturally occurring trace element that poses a human health risk when incorporated into food or drinking water supplies At present
The World Health Organization’s established maximum for arsenic in drinking water is  mg/L Arsenic tainted drinking waters are unfortu
nately being experienced in many localities around the world and are particularly apparent within Asia At the present time more than million
people are being exposed to drinking water exceeding the World Health Organization’s As limit in Bangladesh alone [ ]] The natural and anthro
pogenic processes that lead to increased As concentrations in surface and ground water are highly variable and complex with ion displacement
reduction of arsenic and reductive dissolution of iron(hydr)oxides all being possible desorption mechanisms
We have initiated column experiments to observe the mobility of As(V) or As(III) adsorbed onto ferric substrates (eg ferrihydrite) upon arsenic
and/or iron reduction We incorporated into our arsenicferrihydrite sand columns either Sulfurosprillum barnesii strain SES a freshwater
anaerobic bacterium that reduces both Fe(III) and As(V) through respiratory processes [  ]] or Bacillus benzoevorans strain HT a bacterium
found in the digestive tract of hamsters that was recently observed to reduce As(V) to As(III) through respiratory processes [ ] but is incapable
of iron reduction We observed that dissimilatory As(V) reduction promotes arsenic release and that while Fe(III) reduction can facilitate As
release it may act to limit desorption by yielding Fe(II) concentrations sufficient to induce secondary sequestration of arsenic
We initiated examination of bioreductive processes on arsenic mobilization by addressing transport within columns having arsenite loaded
ferrihydrite coated quartz sand Dissolved As in the effluent is highest immediately after initiation of flow reaching a maximum concentration on
day  and dropping off rapidly to  µM by day  Iron concentrations in the effluent and pore waters increased with time; backreaction with
Fe(II) then further altered the iron mineralogy (darkening of sands) When arsenate (as opposed to arsenite) is adsorbed on ferrihydrite both
Fe(III) and As(V) reduction may transpire with S barnesii Despite changes in the initial arsenic species and an additional redox reaction similar
elution trends of arsenic are observed Reduction of As(V) to As(III) is evident in the effluent and solution phase As is primarily As(III) after  d of
flow Reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II) also occurred with Fe(II) increasing in the eluent to nearly the same levels (  µM as observed in the As(III)
loaded column Readsorption of Fe(II) induced conversion of ferrihydrite to magnetite and goethite as was evidenced by marked darkening of
the sands within the first few days of the experiment
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In comparison to the ferrihydrite columns with S barnesii the As(V)loaded column with B benzoevorans eluted moderate to high levels of As
(initial arsenic loading of  mg Kg) and only very minor amounts of Fe(II)—as expected based on the respiratory capabilities of this bacte
rium Surprisingly elution of As from the abiotic (sterile) columns is substantially greater than that observed in the columns with S barnesii but
showed similar patterns as noted for B benzoevorans
In summary our initial studies reveal that the activity of Fe(III) and As(V) respiring bacteria have a pronounced influence on As(III) and As(V)
desorption from ferrihydritecoated sands and subsequent transport under advective flow In the presence of As(V) and Fe(III) respiration As
release from ferrihydrite is most pronounced during the initial influx of waters containing labile carbon but quickly decrease once Fe(II) levels
increase Surprisingly however more arsenic [both as As(V) and As(III)] is released under advective flow in abiotic columns from ferrihydrite
sands over longer periods of time than in systems containing bacteria respiring on As(V) and Fe(III)—generation of Fe(II) in particular has a
pronounced impact on As sequestration Bacteria having the capacity to only respire on As(V) thus generating As(III) provide elution trends
consistent with abiotic release of As from As(III) loaded columns

 Role of organic acids in promoting colloidal transport of mercury from mine tailings (Brown Rytuba et al)
Inoperative Hg mines contaminate surrounding ecosystems via transport of dissolved and particleassociated species of mercury (Hg) Columns
packed with Hg mine tailings were leached with organic acid solutions to simulate infiltration through the rooting zone of vegetated mine waste
[ ]] Specific issues addressed include () the physicochemical conditions under which Hgbearing colloids may be mobilized () the speciation of
Hg in mobilized colloids and () the extent of particleassociated versus solutionbased Hg transport For all organic concentrations investigated
particleassociated Hg was mobilized with the onset of particulate Hg transport occurring later for lower organic acid concentrations Chemical
analyses of column effluent indicate that  weightpercent of Hg mobilized from the column was particulate Hg speciation was determined
using extended Xray absorption fine structure spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy and indicated that HgS minerals dominate the
Hg species in the mobilized particles Hg adsorbed to colloids is another likely mode of transport due to the tailings’ abundance of mineral phases
to which Hg adsorbs The results of this study suggest that transport of colloidassociated Hg from vegetated Hg mine tailings sites may contami
nate hydrologically proximate aquatic environments due to the influence of organic acids produced by plants

 XAS evidence of As(V) association with iron oxyhydroxides in a contaminated soil at a former arsenical pesticide
processing plant (Calas Morin Juillot Brown et al)
The molecularlevel speciation of arsenic has been determined in a soil profile in the Massif Central near Auzon France that was impacted by As
based pesticides []
[] We used a combination of conventional techniques (XRD selective chemical extractions) with Xray absorption spectros
copy (XAS) in this study A thin layer of schultenite (PbHAsO) a lead arsenate commonly used as an insecticide
until the middle of the th century was found at  cm depth Despite the occurrence of this Asbearing mineral
oxalate extraction indicated that arsenic was mainly released upon dissolution of amorphous iron oxides suggest
Figure 34
ing a major association of arsenic with these phases within the soil profile These results were confirmed by XAS
analysis which indicate that arsenic occurs mainly as As(V)
associated with amorphous iron(III) oxides as adsorbed spe
cies and coprecipitates This study emphasizes the importance
of iron oxides in restricting arsenic dispersal within soils fol
lowing dissolution of primary Asbearing solids manufactured
for use as pesticides and released into the soils

I New Experimental Developments in Synchro
tron RadiationBased Spectroscopies and Micro
Imaging (Nilsson Bluhm Salmeron Brown et al)
Significant progress has been made in commissioning and re
fining the Molecular Environmental Science beamline (BL
) at the Advanced Light Source This soft xray beam
line covers the energy range from about  eV to  eV
and has an elliptically polarized undulator insertion device
BL  has two end stations one devoted to scanning trans
mission xray microscopy []
[] and one devoted to wet pho
toemission spectroscopy and xray emission spectroscopy []
[]
The former is used for spectromicroscopy studies of
nanomaterials microorganisms biomineralization products
and weathering reaction products as illustrated in sections
E and G  The latter is used for photoemission spectroscopy
studies of the interaction of water and other gasphase and
liquid molecules with solid surfaces It is based on a differen
tially pumped multistage UHV chamber that allows expo
sure of a solid surface to multitorr gas pressures and thus
can be used for in situ studies of the interaction of solids with
water CO and other molecules We are currently using this
beam station to examine the interaction of water with αFeO
single crystal surfaces using in situ photoemission spectros
copy for the first time This beam station is also used for x
ray emission spectroscopy studies of adsorbates on surfaces
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using a specially designed xray emission spectrometer []
[]
In addition to these two stateoftheart synchrotronbased facilities in which the
Stanford EMSI team has played a major role in terms of conception fund raising
design commissioning and research Anders Nilsson’s group is also building a spe
cialized highpressure analytical chamber at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Laboratory that will allow IR spectroscopy LEED photoemission and other sur
face science methods to be applied to surfaces and adsorbates on surfaces The
Stanford EMSI grant provided major funding for this analytical chamber which
will contribute significantly to bridging the pressure gap in surface science

J Computational Developments for Improving Xray Absorption
Fine Structure Spectroscopy Analysis (Farges Brown et al)
We have developed a series of approaches to improve the analysis of xray absorp
tion fine structure spectra We have introduced a new way to normalized “diffi
cult” XAFS spectra that are severely distorted because of the use of microfocused
hard xrays (Fig  )) In addition we have implemented wavelet analysis of EXAFS
and XANES spectra (Fig  )) Wavelets are superior to Fourier Transforms for
distinguishing between real signals from spurious contributions Wavelets also al
low one to reduce the noise in the spectra in a robust manner and this approach is
used widely in remote sensing or information retrieval systems We have also
introduced bond valence analysis in EXAFS simulations calculated using either em
pirical or abinitio molecular dynamics From this combined approach it is easier
Figure 35
to verify that the modeled structure using MD methods is plausible or not Using
this approach we have been able to reject (in a few minutes of CPU time) some
MD models that were later shown to be inconsistent with more sophisticated wide
angle xray scattering (WAXS) Finally we have implemented Reverse MonteCarlo refinements of XAFS spectra of metal ions adsorbed at
mineral/water interfaces Based on the code rmcXAFS by Markus Winterer we are able to provide mathematically plausible models of Au(III)
ions at the goethite/water interface [ ]] Although this model is not a true simulation of the actual surface it provides information on strengths
and limitations of EXAFS parameters derived by classical approaches Use of these approaches can minimize over interpretation of EXAFS data in
deriving the ways in which molecules absorb on a substrate

III EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
A Education and Outreach Activities (Stanford University)
 StanfordBerkeley Summer School on Applications of Synchrotron Radiation (June  –   held at SLAC)
We had over  applicants from the US and abroad for our  summer school and accepted  The codirector of the summer school was Prof
Anders Nilsson (Stanford EMSI CoPI) and Prof David Attwood (Xray Optics Division LBNL) The instructors included Nilsson Attwood Gordon
Brown (Stanford EMSI PI) Philip Bucksbaum (Professor Stanford University and SSRL) Dan Dessau (Visiting Professor from the University of
Iowa) Francois Farges (Consulting Professor at Stanford Professor at the University of MarnelaVallee France and Stanford EMSI Member) Jo
Stohr (Professor at SSRL and Deputy Director of SSRL) Mike Toney (Staff Scientist at SSRL and EMSI Member) and Tony Warwick (Staff Scientist
at the ALS) (see Fig  )

 SEMSI Summer Teachers Institute on Environmental Chemistry and Microbiology (August    Stanford Cam
pus)
We offered a threeday course on “Mercury in the Environment” to a group of  high school science teachers from San Francisco Bay Area high
schools (see Fig 
) We targeted the advertisement to teachers who are interested in new science pedagogy Bryan Brown has been active in
working with high school science teachers in developing effective teaching methods particularly in problems involving “the language of science”
EMSI Participants in this new institute included Bryan Brown Gordon Brown Scott Fendorf Andrea Foster (USGS) Adam Jew Kihyun Ryoo
Jennifer Saltzman Aaron Slowey and Alfred Spormann

 SSRL Gateway Program (Summer   SLAC)
This program is a partnership between SSRL and the University of Texas El Paso and is funded in part by the Office of Basic Energy
Sciences at DOE Its purpose is to bring Hispanic students from Texas El Paso to SSRL for experimental studies including studies relevant to
environmental molecular science Anders Nilsson is the Director of the Gateway Program and he plans to expand the program to local colleges
and junior colleges in the San Francisco Bay Area that attract Hispanic students We also plan to expand the emphasis of the Gateway Program on
environmental chemistry by building a partnership between the Stanford EMSI and this program

 SLAC Summer Undergraduate Intern Program
This program is designed to bring in college students from around the US for a summer research experience at SLAC Several EMSI members will
have summer interns as part of this program which is funded by SLAC

 Stanford Summer Undergraduate Research Intern Program
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This program internal to Stanford offers funding to Stanford students to participate in research projects at Stanford Student funding is provided
by Stanford University through the Office of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies The Stanford EMSI hopes to attract several undergraduates
from this program to work on EMSIrelated projects this summer

 High School Student Intern Program
In partnership with local high schools in the Stanford Area Stanford has a program to provide summer research experiences for high school
students The Stanford EMSI will mentor three high school students during Summer  

 Environmental Molecular Science Symposium th American Chemical Society National Meeting (August 
  Washington DC)
Members of the Stanford EMSI and their students and postdocs presented  of
this special symposium

oral presentations and two out of six poster presentations at

 Science Journalist Workshops
Jennifer Saltzman Gordon Brown Anders Nilsson and Alfred Spormann are investigating how to best design and offer short workshops for
science journalists We are talking with science journalists the Northern California Science Writers Association and the Knight Journalism
Fellowship Program at Stanford as well as other science writers’ workshops Our first workshop is planned for June  

 Environmental Courses at Stanford University Relevant to the Stanford EMSI
Gordon Brown continues to teach a unit seniorlevel undergraduate course in Environmental Geochemistry each year In addition the Stanford
EMSI introduced a graduatelevel seminar series that meets weekly or biweekly for seminars and discussions of topics relevant to the Stanford
EMSI Scott Fendorf and Stanford colleague Prof Christopher Francis offered for the first time during Winter and Spring quarters of  a
graduate level seminar series on Geomicrobiology & Microbial Geochemistry Alfred Spormann offers a yearlong graduatelevel course on Envi
ronmental Microbiology each year Spormann and Brown are offering a sophomorelevel seminar course Spring quarter  entitled “Environ
ment and Human Health” A description of this course follows: This new Sophomore Seminar will explore the intricate interrelationship between
the geosphere and the biosphere with an emphasis on how geological processes affect biological evolution and human health; how chemical
biological and geological processes have altered the environment; and how anthropogenic activities affect the environment and human health
A student debate will be held in the second half of the quarter on a current environmental health issue such as how the Environmental Protection
Agency sets the maximum contaminant level (MCL) for arsenic in drinking water which was recently lowered from  parts per million (ppm) to
 ppm The seminar will be led by Gordon Brown (an environmental geochemist from the School of Earth Sciences) Alfred Spormann (a micro
biologist from the School of Engineering) and Gary Ernst (an emeritus professor of Geological & Environmental Sciences and cofounder of the
Stanford Earth Systems Program) Additional Stanford faculty members including several from the School of Medicine will participate in this
interdisciplinary seminar Several spaces are still available

B Education and Outreach Activities (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
Outreach activities involve the incorporation of two postdocs and three graduate students into SEMSI research at PNNL (see below) The two
postdocs are resident at PNNL The three graduate students each are making extended visits to PNNL in   As a consequence SEMSI research
will form a central theme in the PhD dissertations of three individuals
Our initial education and outreach efforts have focused on making graduate and undergraduate students aware of the critical role of interfacial
chemical processes in the environmental chemistry of aquatic systems and train students in the experimental and theoretical tools available for
forefront research in this area As part of this effort we established a new graduate course in Environmental Geochemistry (Chemistry  /
Geology ) during the Spring  semester The material covered in the course focused heavily on the theoretical models and experimental
methods used to understand the role of mineralfluid interface processes on the chemistry of trace elements in soils and aquatic systems The
course utilized content from current literature and required that each student conduct a research project on a
topic related to environmental geochemistry Projects included density functional theory calculations of metal
Figure 36
ion binding on metaloxide surfaces and carboxylated polysaccharide materials batch adsorption studies of metal
ion partitioning to
amorphous ironhydrox
ide particle size analysis
of natural colloids and
xray diffraction analysis
of soil clay composi
tions The use of com
putational methods in
the course was signifi
cantly aided by a visit
from A Chaka and C Lo
in Feb  in which we
organized workshop for
the CHEM  students
on DFT methods As
part of this visit we also
organized seminars on
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Figure 37

methods in interfacial chemistry research targeted at both faculty/staff and undergraduate audiences in Chemistry Geology and the Arctic Re
gion Supercomputing Center
Another goal of our outreach and education work is to provide undergraduate students the opportunity to participate in research Over the 
 academic year Vanessa Ritchie worked in the Trainor lab on a number of projects related to characterization of metal oxide surfaces their
synthesis and reactivity She continued a project over the summer of  using ICPMS and xray absorption spectroscopy techniques to charac
terize antimony speciation in natural water and sediment samples associated with the weathering of Stibnite (SbS) rich mine waste from the
Fairbanks AK mining district and the Kantishna district of Denali National Park In the future we will attempt to establish a number of such
projects since these are an ideal and practical introduction into the methods used in environmental chemistry research and are likely to serve as
a catalyst for generating interest in more advanced research topics that may be pursued as part of a graduate degree
As part of our student training in advanced methods in environmental interface research a number of UAF students have become involved in
synchrotronbased research projects To accelerate training in this area we anticipate that  UAF graduate students and  postdoctoral student
will attend the StanfordBerkeley Summer School on Synchrotron Radiation During experimental time at SSRL over the summer of   five
UAF students (including an undergraduate student) participated in synchrotronbased experiments
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[ ] P Liu T Kendelewicz GE Brown Jr EJ Nelson and SA Chambers Reaction of water with Al O and
Fe O () surfaces: synchrotron xray photoemission studies and thermodynamic calculations Surf Sci    ( )
[] H Knözinger and P Ratnasamy Catalytic aluminas: surface models and characterization of surface sites Catalysis Reviews – Science and Engineering     ( )
[] KF Hayes and JO Leckie Modeling ionic strength effects on cation adsorption at hydrous oxide/solution interfaces J Colloid Interface Sci     (  )
[] TH Yoon SB Johnson CB Musgrave and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces: I ATRFTIR spectroscopic and quantum chemical study of oxalate adsorbed at boehmite/water and corundum/water interfaces Geochim
Cosmochim Acta 
     ()
[] SB Johnson TH Yoon B Kocar and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Outersphere adsorption of maleate on aluminum oxide and implications for dissolution processes Langmuir 
() 
  ()
[] SB Johnson TH Yoon AJ Slowey and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Implications of surface dissolution for adsorption of oxalate Langmuir 
( )   ()
[ ] SB Johnson TH Yoon and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Effects of adsorbed natural organic matter analogs on mineral dissolution Langmuir 
( )  ( )
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[ ] SB Johnson GE Brown Jr TW Healy and PJ Scales Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Effect of innersphere vs outersphere adsorption on colloidal stability Langmuir 
()    ( )
[ ] TH Yoon SB Johnson and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Adsorption of humic acid at boehmitewater interfaces and impact on boehmite dissolution Langmuir 
()   ( )
()

 ()
[] TH Yoon SB Johnson and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of Suwannee River Fulvic Acid on mineral surfaces: An in situ ATRFTIR study Langmuir Lett 
[ ] TH Yoon TP Trainor PJ Eng JR Bargar and GE Brown Jr Trace element partitioning at polymer filmmetal oxide interfaces: Longperiod xray standing wave study Langmuir 
    ( )
[ ] AS Templeton TP Trainor SJ Traina AM Spormann and GE Brown Jr Pb(II) distribution at biofilmmetal oxide interfaces Proc Nat Acad Sci USA 
    ()

α

Al O/aqueous solution interfaces in the presence and absence of Se(VI) Langmuir
[ ] TP Trainor AS Templeton GE Brown Jr and GA Parks Application of the longperiod xray standing wave technique to the analysis of surface reactivity: Pb(II) sorption at

 
 ()
[ ] CJ ChisholmBrause SD Conradson CT Buscher PG Eller and DE Morris ( ) Speciation of uranyl sorbed at multiple bindingsites on montmorillonite Geochim Cosmochim Acta 
     ( )
    ( )
[ ] DE Morris CJ ChisholmBrause ME Barr SD Conradson and PG Eller Optical spectroscopic studies of the sorption of UO species on a reference smectite Geochim Cosmochim Acta 
[ ] JR Bargar R Reitmeyer JJ Lenhart and JA Davis () Characterization of U(VI)carbonato ternary complexes on hematite: EXAFS and electrophoretic mobility measurements Geochim Cosmochim Acta 
     ()
[ ] JG Catalano and GE Brown Jr Uranyl adsorption on montmorillonite: evaluation of binding sites and carbonate complexation Geochim Cosmochim Acta () 
 ( )

α

α

Al O and
FeO () surfaces Geochim Cosmochim Acta () 
  ( )
] JG Catalano TP Trainor PJ Eng GA Waychunas and GE Brown Jr CTR diffraction and grazing incidence XAFS study of U(VI) adsorption to
] G OnaNguema G Morin F Juillot GE Brown Jr and G Calas Arsenite sorption onto line ferrihydrite hematite goethite and lepidocrocite under anoxic conditions: a XANES and EXAFS study Environ Sci Technol  ()    ( )
] DM Singer SB Johnson JG Catalano F Farges and GE Brown Jr Sequestration of Sr(II) by calcium oxalate (  in preparation)
] K Benzerara TH Yoon T Tyliszczak B Constantz AM Spormann and GE Brown Jr Scanning transmission xray microscopy study of microbial calcification Geobiology     ()
] LJ Zhang HG Liu XS Feng RJ Zhang L Zhang YD Mu JC Hao DJ Qian and YF Lou Mineralization mechanism of calcium phosphates under three kinds of Langmuir monolayers Langmuir 
  ()
] Trocellier et al ( ) NIMB  
] KM Thormann RM Saville S Shukla and AM Spormann Induction of rapid detachment in Shewanella oneidensis MR biofilms J Bacteriology  ()  ( )
] KM Thormann RM Saville S Shukla DA Pelletier and AM Spormann Initial phases of biofilm formation in Shewanella oneidensis MR J Bacteriology  ()   ()
] NS Wigginton KM Rosso BH Lower L Shi M Toney and MF Hochella Jr (  in preparation)
( )
  ( )
] K Benzerara TH Yoon N Menguy T Tyliszczak and GE Brown Jr Nanoscale environments associated with bioweathering of a MgFepyroxene Proc Nat Acad Sci USA 
] K Benzerara N Menguy P LópezGarcía TH Yoon J Kazmierczak T Tyliszczak F Guyot GE Brown Jr Nanoscale detection of organic signatures in carbonate microbialites Proc Nat Acad Sci USA (  submitted)
] T Kendelewicz CS Doyle BC Bostick and GE Brown Jr Initial oxidation of fractured surfaces of FeS () by molecular oxygen water vapor and air Surf Sci 
()  ()
] K Andersson M Nyberg H Ogasawara D Nordlund T Kendelewicz CS Doyle GE Brown Jr LGM Pettersson and A Nilsson Experimental and theoretical characterization of the structure of defects at the pyrite FeS () surface Phys Rev B 
( )  
 –   ()
[ ] T Kendelewicz CS Doyle BC Bostick and GE Brown Jr Reaction of hydrogen peroxide (HO) with fractured surfaces of pyrite (FeS ) Surf Sci (in preparation)
[ ] K Andersson T Kendelewicz CS Doyle H Ogasawara GE Brown Jr and A Nilsson Defectfree pyrite FeS() surfaces: Surface preparation and novel (√x√)R ° LEED pattern Surf Sci (in preparation)
[ ] BC Bostick K Lester CS Doyle T Kendelewicz AM Spormann GE Brown Jr and S Fendorf Soft Xray spectroscopic and kinetic studies of pyrite oxidation by Acidothiobacillus sp Environ Sci Technol (in preparation)
[ ] D Fortin D and TJ Beveridge Biomineralization   ()
[ ] JM Zachara RK Kukkadapu JK Fredrickson YA Gorby and SC Smith Biomineralization of poorly crystalline Fe(III) oxides by dissimilatory metal reducing bacteria (DMRB) Geomicrobiology J     ()
  
[ ] TH Yoon SB Johnson K Benzerara CS Doyle T Tyliszczak DK Shuh and GE Brown Jr In situ characterization of aluminumcontaining mineralmicroorganism aqueous suspensions using scanning transmission Xray microscopy Langmuir Letts  
()
] Yu et al ()
[ ] Oremland et al ( )
[ ] Zobrist et al ()
[ ] M Herbel et al ()
[ ] AJ Slowey SB Johnson JJ Rytuba and GE Brown Jr Role of organic acids in promoting transport of mercury from mine tailings Environ Sci Technol  ()     ( )
[] B Cancès F Juillot G Morin V Laperche L Alvarez O Proux JL Hazemann GE Brown Jr and G Calas XAS evidence of As(V) association with iron oxyhydroxides in a contaminated soil at a former arsenical insecticides processing plant Environ Sci Technol
 ()    ( )
[] T Tyliszczak T Warwick ALD Kilcoyne S Fakra DK Shuh TH Yoon GE Brown Jr S Andrews V Chembrolu J Strachan and Y Acremann Soft xray scanning transmission microscope working in an extended energy range at the Advanced Light Source
Synchrotron Radiation Instrumentation  AIP Conference Proceedings     ()
[] H Bluhm K Andersson T Araki K Benzerara GE Brown Jr JJ Dynes S Ghosal MK Gilles HCh Hansen JC Hemminger AP Hitchcock G Ketteler E Kneedler JR Lawrence GG Leppard J Majzlam BS Mun SCB Myneni A Nilsson H Ogasawara DF
Ogletree K Pecher M Salmeron DK Shuh B Tonner T Tyliszczak and TH Yoon Soft xray microscopy and spectroscopy using the Molecular Environmental Science beamline at the Advanced Light Source J Elec Spectros Rel Phenom  
()   ( )
[] A Nilsson Applications of core level spectroscopy to adsorbates J Elec Spectros Rel Phenom    ()
[] A Nilsson and LGM Pettersson Chemical bonding on surfaces probed by Xray emission spectroscopy and density functional theory Surf Sci Rpts    ()
[ ] I Berrodier F Farges M Benedetti M Winterer GE Brown Jr and M Deveughéle Adsorption mechanisms of trivalent gold on iron and aluminumoxyhydroxides Part I: Xray absorption and Raman scattering spectroscopic studies of Au(III) adsorbed on
ferrihydrite goethite and boehmite Geochim Cosmochim Acta 
   ()
[

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

V Publications Based on Work Supported by the Stanford EMSI (Sept   Feb  )
A Papers Published in PeerReviewed Journals
() K Andersson A Gómez C Glover D Nordlund H Öström TSchiros O Takahashi H Ogasawara LGM Pettersson and A Nilsson Molecularly intact and dissociative adsorption of water on clean Cu(): A comparison with the water/Ru() system Surf Sci Lett
 () LL ( )
() K Andersson A Nikitin L G M Pettersson A Nilsson and H Ogasawara Water dissociation on Ru(): an activated process Phys Rev Lett    ()
() K Andersson M Nyberg H Ogasawara D Nordlund T Kendelewicz CS Doyle GE Brown Jr LGM Pettersson and A Nilsson Experimental and theoretical characterization of the structure of defects at the pyrite FeS () surface Phys Rev B 
( )  
 –   ()
() K Benzerara TH Yoon T Tyliszczak B Constantz AM Spormann and GE Brown Jr Scanning transmission xray microscopy study of microbial calcification Geobiology     ()
( ) K Benzerara TH Yoon N Menguy T Tyliszczak and GE Brown Jr Nanoscale environments associated with bioweathering of a MgFepyroxene Proc Nat Acad Sci USA 
( )
  ( )
( ) I Berrodier F Farges M Benedetti M Winterer GE Brown Jr and M Deveughéle Adsorption mechanisms of trivalent gold on iron and aluminumoxyhydroxides Part I: Xray absorption and Raman scattering spectroscopic studies of Au(III) adsorbed on
ferrihydrite goethite and boehmite Geochim Cosmochim Acta 
   ()
( ) H Bluhm K Andersson T Araki K Benzerara GE Brown Jr JJ Dynes S Ghosal MK Gilles HCh Hansen JC Hemminger AP Hitchcock G Ketteler E Kneedler JR Lawrence GG Leppard J Majzlam BS Mun SCB Myneni A Nilsson H Ogasawara DF
Ogletree K Pecher M Salmeron DK Shuh B Tonner T Tyliszczak and TH Yoon Soft xray microscopy and spectroscopy using the Molecular Environmental Science beamline at the Advanced Light Source J Elec Spectros Rel Phenom  
()   ( )
() BC Bostick S Fendorf and GE Brown Jr In situ analysis of thioarsenite complexes in neutral to alkaline arsenic sulfide solutions Mineral Mag ( ) 
( )
( ) GE Brown Jr JG Catalano AS Templeton TP Trainor F Farges BC Bostick T Kendelewicz CS Doyle AM Spormann K Revill G Morin F Juillot and G Calas Environmental interfaces heavy metals microbes and plants: Applications of XAFS spectroscopy
and related synchrotron radiation methods to environmental science Physica Scripta T   ( )
() B Cancès F Juillot G Morin V Laperche L Alvarez O Proux JL Hazemann GE Brown Jr and G Calas XAS evidence of As(V) association with iron oxyhydroxides in a contaminated soil at a former arsenical insecticides processing plant Environ Sci Technol
 ()    ( )
() JG Catalano and GE Brown Jr Uranyl adsorption on montmorillonite: evaluation of binding sites and carbonate complexation Geochim Cosmochim Acta () 
 ( )

α

α

Al O and
Fe O () surfaces Geochim Cosmochim Acta () 
  ( )
() JG Catalano TP Trainor PJ Eng GA Waychunas and GE Brown Jr CTR diffraction and grazing incidence XAFS study of U(VI) adsorption to
() M Cavalleri M Odelius D Nordlund A Nilsson and LGM Pettersson Half or full core hole in density functional theory Xray absorption spectrum calculations of water Phys Chem Chem Phys ( )    ( )
() CA Crot C Wu ML Schlossman TP Trainor PJ Eng and L Hanley Determining the conformation of an adsorbed BrPEGPeptite by longperiod xray standing wave fluorescence Langmuir 
( )    ( )
( ) F Farges S Rossano M Wilke Y Lefrère and GE Brown Jr Iron in silicate glasses: Systematic analysis of preedge and XANES features Physica Scripta T 

( )
( ) F Farges Y Lefrère S Rossano A Berthereau G Calas and GE Brown Jr The effect of redox state on the local structural environment of iron in silicate glasses: a combined XAFS spectroscopy molecular dynamics and bond valence study J NonCrystal Solids

()   ()
( ) M Hakala S Huotari K Hamalainen S Manninen Ph Wernet A Nilsson and LGM Pettersson Compton profiles for water and mixed waterneon clusters: A measure of coordination Phys Rev B 
()  / / ()
() M Herbel and S Fendorf Transformation and transport of arsenic within ferric hydroxide coated sands upon dissimilatory reducing bacterial activity ACS Symp Series  (Advances in Arsenic Research)   ( )
( ) N Iordanova M Dupuis and KM Rosso Charge transport in metal oxides: A theoretical study of hematite

αFe O  J Chem Phys 
()  / / ( )




() WE Jackson F Farges M Yeager PA Mabrouk S Rossano GA Waychunas EI Solomon and GE Brown Jr Multispectroscopic study of Fe(II) in silicate glasses: Implications for the coordination environment of Fe(II) in silicate melts Geochim Cosmochim Acta
   ( )
() SB Johnson GE Brown Jr TW Healy and PJ Scales Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Effect of innersphere vs outersphere adsorption on colloidal stability Langmuir 
()    ( )
() SB Johnson TH Yoon B Kocar and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Outersphere adsorption of maleate on aluminum oxide and implications for dissolution processes Langmuir 
() 
  ()
( )   ()
() SB Johnson TH Yoon AJ Slowey and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Implications of surface dissolution for adsorption of oxalate Langmuir 
() SB Johnson TH Yoon and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Effects of adsorbed natural organic matter analogs on mineral dissolution Langmuir 
( )  ( )
( ) T Kendelewicz CS Doyle BC Bostick and GE Brown Jr Initial oxidation of fractured surfaces of FeS () by molecular oxygen water vapor and air Surf Sci 
()  ()
( ) J Majzlan and SCB Myneni Speciation of sulfate in acid waters and its influence on mineral precipitation Environ Sci Technol     ( )
( ) M Odelius H Ogasawara D Nordlund O Fuchs L Weinhardt F Maier E Umbach C Heske Y Zubavichus M Grunze JD Denlinger LGM Pettersson and A Nilsson Ultrafast coreholeinduced dynamics in water probed by xray emission spectroscopy Phys
Rev Lett 
()  / / ( )
() L Å Näslund D C Edwards Ph Wernet U Bergmann H Ogasawara L G M Pettersson S Myneni and A Nilsson Xray absorption spectroscopy study of the hydrogen bond network in the bulk water of aqueous solutions J Phys Chem A  ( )
 
( )
( ) L Å Näslund J Lüning Y Ufuktepe H Ogasawara Ph Wernet U Bergmann LGM Pettersson and A Nilsson Xray absorption spectroscopy measurements of liquid water J Phys Chem B  ()   ( )
() A Nilsson H Ogasawara M Cavalleri D Nordlund M Nyberg Ph Wernet and LGM Pettersson The hydrogen bond in ice probed by soft Xray spectroscopy and density functional theory J Chem Phys 
( )    /   / ( )
() A Nilsson H Ogasawara M Cavelleri D Nordlund M Nyberg Ph Wernet and L G M Pettersson The hydrogen bond in ice probed by soft xray spectroscopy and density functional theory J Chem Phys 
    ( )
() A Nilsson and LGM Pettersson Chemical bonding on surfaces probed by xray emission spectroscopy and density functional theory Surf Sci Repts   ()
() A Nilsson Ph Wernet D Nordlund U Bergmann H Ogasawara M Cavalleri LÅ Näslund T K Hirsch L Ojamäe P Glatzel M Odelius and LGM Pettersson Comment on energetics of hydrogen bond network rearrangements in liquid water Science 
 a
( )
() G OnaNguema G Morin F Juillot G Calas and GE Brown Jr Arsenite sorption onto line ferrihydrite hematite goethite and lepidocrocite under anoxic conditions: a XANES and EXAFS study Environ Sci Technol  ()    ( )
( ) JH Rogers JR Bargar GA Waychunas TH Yoon and GE Brown Jr A novel spectrometer system for hard xray interfacial environmental chemistry Synchrotron Radiation Instrumentation  AIP Conference Proceedings     ()
( ) AJ Slowey SB Johnson JJ Rytuba and GE Brown Jr Role of organic acids in promoting transport of mercury from mine tailings Environ Sci Technol  ()     ( )
( ) T Strathmann and SCB Myneni Speciation of aqueous Ni(II)Carboxylate and Ni(II)fulvic acid solutions: Combined ATRFTIR and XAFS analysis Geochim Cosmochim Acta 
   ()
() TJ Strathmann and SCB Myneni Effect of soil fulvic acid on Ni(II) sorption and bonding at the aqueousboehmite (γAlOOH) interface Environ Sci Technol  ()   ( )
( ) KM Thormann RM Saville S Shukla and AM Spormann Induction of rapid detachment in Shewanella oneidensis MR biofilms J Bacteriology  ()  ( )
() KM Thormann RM Saville S Shukla DA Pelletier and AM Spormann Initial phases of biofilm formation in Shewanella oneidensis MR J Bacteriology  ()   ()
() TP Trainor AM Chaka PJ Eng M Newville GA Waychunas JG Catalano and GE Brown Jr Structure and reactivity of the hydrated hematite () surface Surf Sci ()  ()
() TP Trainor AS Templeton PJ Eng Structure and reactivity of environmental interfaces: Application of grazing angle xray spectroscopy and longperiod xray standing waves J Elec Spectros Rel Phenom  
()  ( )
() T Tyliszczak T Warwick ALD Kilcoyne S Fakra DK Shuh TH Yoon GE Brown Jr S Andrews V Chembrolu J Strachan and Y Acremann Soft xray scanning transmission microscope working in an extended energy range at the Advanced Light Source
Synchrotron Radiation Instrumentation  AIP Conference Proceedings     ()
() GA Waychunas TP Trainor P Eng JG Catalano GE Brown Jr JA Davis J Rogers and JR Bargar Surface complexation studied via combined grazingincidence EXAFS and surface diffraction: arsenate on hematite () and () Analytical and
Bioanalytical Chemistry 
()  ( )
( ) J Wei A Saxena B Song BB Ward TJ Beveridge and SCB Myneni Elucidation of functional groups on Grampositive and Gramnegative bacterial surfaces using infrared spectroscopy Langmuir 
  ()
( ) Ph Wernet D Nordlund U Bergmann M Cavalleri M Odelius H Ogasawara LÅ Naeslund TK Hirsch L Ojamaee P Glatzel LGM Pettersson and A Nilsson The structure of the first coordination shell in liquid water Science 
(
)

()
( ) Ph Wernet D Testemale JL Hazemann R Argoud P Glatzel LGM Pettersson A Nilsson U Bergmann Spectroscopic characterization of microscopic hydrogenbonding disparities in supercritical water J Chem Phys 
( )   /  / ( )
() TH Yoon K Benzerara S Ahn RG Luthy T Tyliszczak and GE Brown Jr Nanometerscale chemical heterogeneities of black carbon materials and their impacts on PCB sorption properties: Soft xray spectromicroscopy study Environ Sci Technol (  in finl
revision)
( ) TH Yoon SB Johnson and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of Suwannee River Fulvic Acid on mineral surfaces: An in situ ATRFTIR study Langmuir Lett 
()

 ()
( ) TH Yoon SB Johnson and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces:  Adsorption of humic acid at boehmitewater interfaces and impact on boehmite dissolution Langmuir 
()   ( )
( ) TH Yoon SB Johnson CS Doyle K Benzerara T Tyliszczak DK Shuh and GE Brown Jr Insitu characterization of aluminumcontaining mineralmicroorganism aqueous suspensions using scanning transmission xray microscopy Langmuir Lett 
()  
 ()
( ) TH Yoon SB Johnson CB Musgrave and GE Brown Jr Adsorption of organic matter at mineral/water interfaces: I ATRFTIR spectroscopic and quantum chemical study of oxalate adsorbed at boehmite/water and corundum/water interfaces Geochim
Cosmochim Acta 
     ()
( ) TH Yoon TP Trainor PJ Eng JR Bargar and GE Brown Jr Trace element partitioning at polymer filmmetal oxide interfaces: Longperiod xray standing wave (XSW) study on the partitioning of Pb(II) and As(V) ions at mineralPAA film interfaces Langmuir

    ( )

The End
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Mineralogical Society of America
Publications Price List and Order Form
Reviews in Mineralogy and Reviews in Mineralogy and
Geochemistry (25% member discount)
___v. 08: Kinetics of Geochemical Processes (1981) ..........................$20
___v. 9B: Amphiboles: Petrology, Phase Relations (1982) .................$20
___v. 10: Characterization of Metamorphism (1982)...........................$20
___v. 11: Carbonates: Mineralogy & Chemistry (1983) ......................$24
___v. 12: Fluid Inclusions (1984) .........................................................$32
___v. 13: Micas (1984)..........................................................................$28
___v. 14: Microscopic to Macroscopic(1985).......................................$20
___v. 15: Mathematical Crystallography (rev.) (1990) .......................$24
___v. 16: Stable Isotopes in HiTemp Geological Processes (1986)...$24
___v. 17: Thermodynamic Modeling Geological Materials (1987) ...$28
___v. 18: Spectroscopic Methods (1988) .............................................$28
___v. 19: Hydrous Phyllosilicates (Exclusive of Micas) (1988) .......$28
___v. 20: Modern Powder Diffraction (1989)......................................$28
___v. 21: Geochemistry/Mineralogy of REE (1989)...........................$28
___v. 22: The Al2SiO 5 Polymorphs (1990) ..........................................$24
___v. 23: Mineral-Water Interface Geochemistry (1990) ....................$36
___v. 24: Modern Methods of Igneous Petrology (1990) ....................$24
___v. 25: Oxide Minerals: (1991).........................................................$28
___v. 26: Contact Metamorphism (1991)..............................................$32
___v. 27: Minerals and Reactions at the Atomic Scale: TEM (1992) .$28
___v. 28: Health Effects of Mineral Dusts (1993)................................$32
___v. 29: Silica (1994)...........................................................................$32
___v. 30: Volatiles in Magmas (1994) ..................................................$32
___v. 31: Chemical Weathering Silicate Minerals (1995) ...................$32
___v. 32: Silicate Melts (1995) ..............................................................$40
___v. 33: Boron (2002 reprint)...............................................................$36
___v. 34: Reactive Transport in Porous Media (1996).........................$32
___v. 35: Geomicrobiology (1997)........................................................$32
___v. 36: Planetary Materials (2002 reprint).........................................$40
___v. 37: Ultra-High Pressure Mineralogy (1998) ...............................$32
___v. 38: U Minerals & Chemistry (1999)............................................$32
___v. 39: Mineral Transformation Processes (2000)............................$32
___v. 40: Sulfate Minerals (2000)..........................................................$32
___v. 41: High T & P Crystal Chemistry (2001) ..................................$36
___v. 42: Molecular Modeling (2001)...................................................$32
___v. 43: Stable Isotopes (2001)............................................................$32
___v. 44: Nanoparticles (2001) ..............................................................$28
___v. 45: Zeolites (2001)........................................................................$32
___v. 46: Micas (2002)...........................................................................$32
___v. 47: Noble Gases (2002) ................................................................$40
___v. 48: Phosphates (2002) ..................................................................$40
___v. 49: Synchrotron (2002).................................................................$36
___v. 50: Beryllium (2002) ....................................................................$36

To Order: Indicate quantity, shipping, and cost information. MSA,
CMS, and Geochemical Society members may take the 25%
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(703) 652-9951 e-mail: business@minsocam.org. Publications may
not be returned for refund or credit.
Name:
Address:

City: _______________________ State: ________Zip:
Country: ______________________Postal Code:
Payment: check in US$ drawn on a US bank, money order,
UNESCO coupons, or credit card:
[ ] Visa [ ] MasterCard [ ] Discover [ ] American Express
Card #: ______________________________Exp Date:
Signature:
Print name as it appears on card:
Card Verification Value (last 3 digits above signature panel on
Visa/MC, 4 digits to upper right of Amex number)

___v. 51: Plastic Deformation (2002)....................................................$36
___v. 52: U-series (2003) .......................................................................$40
___v. 53: Zircon (2003) ..........................................................................$36
___v. 54: BioMineralization (2003).......................................................$36
___v. 55: Non-Traditional Stable Isotopes (2004)................................$36
___v. 56: Epidotes (2004).......................................................................$40
___v. 57: Micro- and Mesoporous Mineral Phases (2005) ..................$40
___v. 58: Thermochronology (2005).....................................................$40
___v. 59: Molecular Geomicrobiology (2005)......................................$40

Monographs (25% member discount)
___ Crystallography & Crystal Chemistry, F. D. Bloss .......................$32
___v. 1: Metamorphic Phase Equilibria, Spear.....................................$60
___v. 4: Bowen, D.A. Young .................................................................$16
___v. 5: Optical Crystallography, F. D. Bloss ......................................$32
Handbook of Mineralogy (25% member discount, except shipping)
___v. I: Elements, Sulfides, Sulfosalts... .....................$100+$11 shipping
___v. II: Silica, Silicates (two books)..........................$150+$20 shipping
___v. III: Halides, Hydroxides, Oxides .......................$100+$11 shipping
___v. IV: Arsenates, Phosphates, Vanadates ..............$108+$11 shipping
___v. V: Borates, Carbonates, Sulfates .......................$130+$15 shipping
___ set (volumes I-V) $588 ($441 MSA members) plus shipping $30.00
(US address) $45.00 (non-US address)

European Mineralogical Union Notes (25% member discount)
___v. 1: Modular Aspects of Mineral (1997)........................................$36
___v. 2: Environmental Mineralogy (2000)..........................................$36
___v. 3: Solid Soltns. in Silicate & Oxide Systems (2001)..................$36
___v. 4: Energy Modeling in Minerals (2002)......................................$36
___v. 5: Ultrahigh Pressure Metamorphism (2003)..............................$40
___v. 6: Spectroscopic Methods (2004) ................................................$40

Mineralogical Society (25% member discount)
___v. 3: Stability of Minerals (1993).................................................. $240
___v. 4: Clay-Pore Fluid Interactions (1993)..................................... $240
___v. 6: Microprobe Techniques (1994) ............................................ $160
___v. 8: Deformation-Enhanced Fluid Flow (1997).......................... $180
___v. 1: Landmark Papers - Volcanic Petrology (2004) ......................$48

Almaz Press (25% member discount)
___ Kimberlites, Orangeites, Lamproites, Melilitites, and Minettes: A
Petrographic Atlas (1997)............................................................ $100
___ Perovskites; Modern and Ancient (2002).......................................$70

Other Publications (no member discount)
___8th International Kimberlite Conf. Extended Abstracts (CD)........$20
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Order value sub-total EUR / USD ____________
Non-UK EU (European Union) residents must either: state VAT number here __________ or add VAT (or your
country’s equivalent) @ __________%
Total payment EUR / USD
____________
Name (Please Print)
Position
Organization
Address
Region/State
Post/Zip Code
Tel
E-mail/Internet No.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_________________________ Country ______________________________________
_________________________
Fax ______________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Payment Details
Please pay by credit card. Your credit card will be debited including VAT when applicable.
VISA
American Express
MasterCard
Card No. ____________________________________________________
Exp. Date _________________
Signature ____________________________________________________
Date
_________________
If you do not wish to receive information regarding other Elsevier publications, please tick this box.
If you do not wish to receive information from other companies or third parties, please tick this box.

Please send this form to:
Mr. Seth M. Davis, Geochemical Society Business Manager
Washington University / EPSC / CB 1169
One Brookings Drive, St. Louis, MO 63130-4899, USA
tel: 314-935-4131; fax: 314-935-4121
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2006 Geochemical Society Publications Form
To order please send the completed form and necessary payment to:

OFFICE USE ONLY:
The Geochemical Society
Washington University
One Brookings Drive, CB 1169
Saint Louis, MO 63130-4899 USA
STEP ONE: BILLING INFORMATION
I am a member of (check one):
GS
Name as it appears on Credit Card

MSA

Fax : 314-935-4121
Phone: 314-935-4131
Email: gsoffice@geochemsoc.org
Web: http://www.geochemsoc.org

Bookseller/Library

Date Processed: _______________
Trans / Check#: _______________
Amount:

Not a Member

Company / Institution
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
City / State / Postal Code / Country
Email

Phone

Payment Type

Check

Visa

Master Card

Credit Card Number
Expiration Date

CV# (last 3 digits on the back of card)

Signature
STEP TWO: GEOCHEMICAL SOCIETY SPECIAL PUBLICATION SERIES
Please Note: Geochemical Society Members, Mineralogical Society of America Members, Booksellers, and Libraries qualify for the
Member Price. All others must use the non-member rate.
NonSubVol
TITLE
Member QTY
Member
Total
1
Magmatic Processes – Hatten S. Yoder, Jr. Tribute [ISBN 0-941809-00-5]
$20
$15
$
2
3
4

Fluid-Mineral Interactions – H.P. Eugster Tribute [ISBN 0-941809-01-3]
Stable Isotope Geochemistry – Samuel Epstein Tribute [ISBN 0-941809-02-1]
V.M. Goldschmidt: Father of Modern Geochemistry [ISBN 0-941809-03-X]

$20
$20
$16

$15
$15
$12

$
$
$

5

Mineral Spectroscopy – Roger G. Burns Tribute [ISBN 0-941809-04-8]

$24

$18

$

6

Mantle Petrology – Francis R. (Joe) Boyd Tribute [ISBN 0-941809-05-6]

$40

$30

$

7

Water-Rock Interactions… - David A. Crerar Tribute [ISBN 0-941809-06-4]
[aka SEG SP#10] Volcanic, Geothermal, and Ore-Forming Fluids – Werner F.
Giggenback Tribute [ISBN 1-887483-90-X]

$48

$36

$

$66

$49

$

$90

$60

$

8
9

Geochemical Investigations… - Isaac R. Kaplan Tribute [ISBN 0-444516-47-6]

Shipping Method – USA: Media Mail. Others: Global Priority Special Request Available, call or e-mail a quote.
SHIPPING COST
Book Total
# of books
USA
OTHER
1
$2.50
$9.00
Shipping Total (see chart)
2
$3.50
$18.00
3 to 4
$4.00
$28.00
Total
5 to 7
$7.00
$42.00
8 or more
$1.00/ea
$5.00/ea
STEP THREE: SHIPPING INFORMATION
If the Shipping Address is the same as the Billing Address, then check this box instead of completing the fields below.
First Name, MI, Last Name
Company / Institution
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
City

State / Prov

Zip / Postal

Country
Email

Phone
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2006 Geochemical Society Membership Form
The Geochemical Society
Washington University
One Brookings Drive, CB 1169
Saint Louis, MO 63130-4899 USA
Please indicate if this is a:

New Membership or

Fax : 314-935-4121
Phone: 314-935-4131
Email: gsoffice@geochemsoc.org
Website: http://www.geochemsoc.org

OFFICE USE ONLY:
Date Processed: _______________
Trans / Check#: _______________

Renewal

Amount:

STEP ONE: BILLING INFORMATION – For credit card payments only. Check payments may skip this step.
Name as it appears on the Credit Card
Company / Institution
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
City / State / Postal Code / Country
Email
Payment Type

Phone
Check

Visa

Master Card

Credit Card Number
Expiration Date

CV# (last 3 digits on the back of card)

Signature
STEP TWO: ANNUAL DUES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Please Note: Memberships are entered and renewed on a calendar-year basis (the date started to December of that year). Applications received after
October 1 will be made effective January 1 of the following year unless otherwise requested.
Membership – includes a 2006 calendar year subscription to Elements Magazine (check one)
Professional (post docs, faculty, government, corporate, etc,…)
$30
Student (must complete Student Status Verification below)
$10
Senior (must be retired and over 65 years of age)
$12
Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta (GCA) Subscription (optional)
HARDCOPY with On-line Access: includes 24 calendar year issues, 2006 Goldschmidt Abstract and 2006
Personal Access to GCA on-line though Elsevier’s Science Direct (issues 1995 to date)
Professional Members add $145 / Students add $80 / Seniors add $80
ON-LINE ACCESS ONLY: 2006 Personal Access to GCA on-line (issues 1995 to date)
Professional Members add $80 / Students add $40 / Seniors add $40
Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems (G3) Subscription (optional)
ON-LINE ONLY: 2006 Personal Access to G3 through AGU (issues 2001 to date)
Professional Members add $80 / Students add $40 / Seniors add $80 (sorry, no senior discount)
Geochemical Society Contribution (Your contribution is tax deductible in the USA)
Where Needed Most
add $ _______
Other Program:____________________________________________________________
add $ _______
(Other Programs include but are not limited to: Student Travel Grant Program, Meeting Assistance Program,
Publications, Awards and the GS Advocacy Initiative)
Student Status Verification (for student applicants only)
Name of Faculty Member

TOTAL

Email of that Faculty Member
STEP THREE: CONTACT INFORMATION - Your subscription(s) and any correspondences will be sent to this address.
If your Contact Information is the same as your Billing Information, check the box, then skip to Step Four.
Title

Dr.

Prof.

Mr.

Ms.

Birthdate

First Name, MI, and Last Name
Company / Institution
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
City / State / Postal Code / Country
Email

Phone

STEP FOUR: PREFERENCES – Check all that apply
Yes, I wish to be a member of the Organic Geochemistry Division (OGD) at no extra charge.
Yes, I would consider being an officer, committee chair, or committee member.
No, I do not want my contact information to appear in the Geochemical Society’s online Membership Directory.
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What’s in your water?

GWB Professional
Includes GWB Standard plus:
• 1D/2D reactive transport modeling
• Transport by advection, diffusion,
dispersion
• Saturated or unsaturated flow
• Constant or varying permeability
• Variably spaced grids
• Heterogeneous domains and
initial conditions
• Flexible boundary conditions

GWB Standard

$7,999

$2,999

Includes GWB Essentials plus:
• Reaction path modeling
• Polythermal models
• Mineral dissolution/precipitation
and redox kinetics
• Microbial metabolism and growth
• Custom rate laws

GWB Essentials
• Speciation/saturation indices
• Activity (including Eh-pH) diagrams
• Aqueous diagrams (Piper, Stiff, etc.)
• Debye-Hückel or Pitzer models
• Sorption and surface complexation

$799
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